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those small hilt ferocious politicians who tbought you refer are as well understood as anything in lhe
iiiiilat ions.
and the eager hunter waits even longer than more what’s the matter than we do; but he’il
“Are you a married woman ?”
their ow n passions and interests a "higher law” history of the country. A committee of< ougie-.
confidently supposed she would lie; but she
Writers on tree wu.-hes make no distinct ion beand
if
man
some
the
dies
it’s
before,
and
his
victim
to,
and
the
fault, welcomed me heartily
kisses of the
than the law of the country.
impatient
tween tin* different stages—hence apparent contraresponds pretend
“Yes.'”
consisting of men opposed to the Secretary, examfollows the and not ourn.”
dictious are common, which tin* reader cannot re- from another direction.
Again. All his advisers—not I alone, but "// of ined the evidence when it w;i- fresh, and reported
children soothed somewhat the sore spot in
Shortly
?”
“Husband
living
concile. For instance, a correspondent of the < a- rail oi the hunter, and silence again
them—expressed the clear and unhesitating opiuinu upon it. The correctness of their judgment h.
The doctor lound no bones broken, but the my hearth.
prevails.
“Yes.”
that his views of the law on the subject of coercing never been impugned. In the face of these recordnada Farmer says he nearly ruined his orchard by The dog is eager and excited, and his nose head was
and he must be put to bed
the
For
three
injured,
the
next
of
the
he
days
do?”
eliooshe
“Whatever
“What
does
activity
as
as
States was right.
lie
His legal duty being settled, not ed and well-known facts, you deliberately sit dow u
<lrong
washing the trees with soap-sud*
as
the
aroma of the
quivers
approaching and kept as quiet, as possible. Now was my “busy bee,” long ago impaled on a poetical ;>s.”
ami write out, or get somebody to write and pub
one among them ever breathed a suggestion that he
could make il, and putting on about half a pail full
reaches
his
nostrils, a rapid gleam of grandmother in her element.
iisli to the world on your authority, the accusation
was not. to lie compared with mine.
to the tree, and a neighbor killed his trees entirely game
If
“1 mean what does lie do for a living? ought to \ iolate it.
pin,
Besides;
There was a question of natural justice, that Mr. Thompson lias committed an otfenee which
“You couldn’t work any harder,” said I, there were any gifts of healing in mere work, 'Whatever he chooses.”
by putting soap-grease upon them t<» keep sheep pleasure shoots across the features of his masshould make him infamous forever. I admit that
as well as legal propriety, involved in making war
ter whose practiced eye has detected the “if he were
from gnawing the bark.
son.
own
have
I
to
was
them
determined
out
of
so.”
your
“Rich?” “lie wouldn’t say
in the. modern sense of tie
it; but
This was no doubt put on young, smooth, live
upon the States at that time. Five-tenths of the yam are iilnyal man.
of the bird.
“lie
is
own
we
mustn’t
stealthy
approach
and
Deane
the
Mr.
was
of
son;
ever in my
somebody’s
Carefully
“Uni! Any children ?” “Yes, two.”
image
Southern people were thoroughly devoted to the word, and a Senator in Congress from a most loyal
bark, which u would no doubt injure. He who
il conies, often
and
never
know.”
is
silently
it
that,
as
mind’s eye, and,
stopping
forget
equally true that Mr. Thompson
peering
you
hint recommended it had no doubt tried it mi old
people say who have
“How old ?’”
L'nion, and had committed no -in against it even State; and
that he was for years uuexiic from
Our patient fell front his first fainting lit not been to the “Normal,” 1 got no better
trees with rough bark, to which it would be benelit. inquiringly into the cover, not entirely free
Mrs. Livermore gave her the desired infor- in thought. Would it. have been well to bring the was a rebel;
sword and famine upon the whole his home an*l country, pursued wherever In* went
At the same time, with a into a fever; and from morning till
I best* little facts show how neccessurv il is that trom suspicion
visitation of
night, fast.
mation, and she exclaimed: “Oh! 1 thought communitieslire,
of innocent persons? You will proba- by an Kxeciitive proclamation which put a price on
one .-diould know the reason as well a^ the rule-.
steady and almost imperceptible motion, the till morning again, he tossed and turned with
Last of all I went
with
the
was a family of little ones, and I thought
there
bly answer this iu the atlirmative. You think that his head. This gives you an immense advaiilage
[Tlios. Meehan.
deadly tube is raised to the hunter’s eye, and one continuous cry to drive faster, lor he children, and picked as for my file.
better be home tending to’em. You’re no opportunity to shod the blood and plunder the over him. Ibit the fact is still true that no depart
you’d
i the death knell rings out. with a
“There’s a strange man coming across the mighty smart, but I wanted to ask you some property of men, women and children who live be- incut of this (iovermnent was managed mole ab|>
sharp re- must be in Meriden that night. My grandNEVER IDLE.
Bu- or more faithfully than the Interior while he w a
echoing explosion. The bird Mutters away mother was nurse-in-ehief, but she often field,” said one of them.
yond the Botomuc ought ever to he lost. Mr.
questions.” “Now, said Mrs. Livermore, chanan
have seized that occasion to imitate at. the head of il. You may have all the beneiii oi
might
I looked up after a minute, and took Mr. “who are you?”
I he good farmer cannot he a loafer, and thrive. its short remnant of life, and silence prevails made me her deputy when the labor began
The woman told her.
John Brown on a large* scale, and thus made him- loyalty, ami you may weigh him down with the
The to wear upon her,
Pruning, draining, killing weeds, making walls, again as painfully intense as before.
Deane’s ottered hand.
“Are you married?” “Yes,” very faintly. self an “heroic character” in your eyes. But you huge burden of rebellion ; nevertheless. Ids mental
getting out muck, preparing the manure heap, cut- well-trained dog lias nol lost its caution or
'flic doctor had found some cards in the
“If you teach school as you pick berries “Is your husband dead?” “No; I suppose must be aware that he would have been regarded ability, good sense, and common honesty, pul him
ting bushes and cleaning up around the walls; bat- been thrown off his balance by the slim, but note book of our
with the name your fortune will lie soon made,” lie said, he is in California; we’re divorced." “Oh! by the mass of men as a moral monster; and the so immeasurably far above you,that you will n**\ei
patient,
of
no
tin*
cracks
the
old bam to keep the
tening
admiration of yourself and your parly iu Massa- in this life Ik? able to get a horizontal view >*1 his
and delighted expression lies clos- “John Jacob Deane” engraved on them; with the
• attic and horses from fro v
ing; giving the swine a with eager
glad look in his eyes which seemed and you thought to teach me my domestic chusetts
would have been hut a poor compensation character.
The hunter has thrust a new but we had no other clew to his identity. It to banish that dreadful wife ot his to the ut- duties.” There was a titter van
er than before.
warm pen: allowing no leaks, if a shingle can be
around the for the eternal weight, of infamy with which the
1 came now to the more important part ot your
found, and no broken panes for the ornamental cartridge into the gun almost with the act of is impossible to watch over a patient, day termost parts of the earth.
the
for
woman
had
not
been at all pri- rest, of the world would have loaded his memory. article, which direct I y concerns Mi. Manttui. \ mu
room,
if
a
work of old Imts ami rags,
square of glass can
“How did you find me?”
Further still: You know that the (ieneral-in- attacks upon Buchanan, Toueev, and I hoiupson
taking it from his face, and he proceeds with and night, striving to be both brain and hands
vate in her conversation, and the people in
be fobtained, arc a few of the fair weather jobs
of the army had reported live companies as might he saflfdv passed in silence, but the character
a repetition of the exciting tragedy.
to him, without growing into a very strong
"lly my wits, chiefly. Your grandmother hearing seemed quite delighted to see her so t’hief
which claim his attention during the re< ess of the
tin* whole available force for operations in the of Stanton must utterly perish it it he not defendWhen no further response can be obtained feeling towards him of attachment or dislike. was as mysterious over your
harvest season. The foul weather jobs are nearly
as if completely squelched.
She probably will
departure
South, and you never proposed to increase it. Yet ed against your praise.
to the call, tho birds are gathered and the It was so with me, though I scarcely dared you had
as numerous, and their claims nearly as urgent on
gone into a convent: but when I not attack a
again in so public a you wanted war. NS by? \«»u must have desired
Y ou give us the first information we ever had
the attention of every tidy thriving farmer.
hunt is over.
; the ITiion cause to b
whisper to myself to which order of feeling told her I [had good news for you: she re- manner. [Boston Post.
disgraced and defeated, for that Mr?Stanton, though acting with the DemocratFor tin
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huckleberrying

suffragist

THE FRENCH AND PRUSSIAN WAR,
ic partv, was an abolitionist at heart almost from
hi.- earliest youth. For this fact von voueli hideclaration to Judge Chase more than thirty years j the rnocL.m •• llox by tiii: kmpkuob tothE
eorj
ago. at Columbus, Ohio: and you attempt to
i’EdPLE OF FK.VXCE.
rolioratc it by citing his association at Washington
If vou tell ;
u ith Or. Hailey and other abolitionists.
l'ai'is, ‘.13d.—The Journal Official tills morning
llie truth lie was the most marvelous imposter that publishes the following proclamatfon from the
ever lived or died.
Among u>. his political prinei- ; Emperor to the people of France:—
pies were thought to he as well known as his name \ ‘'Fhexciimex !—There are in the life of a people
and occupation, lie never allowed his fidelity to solemn moments, when the national honor violenthe doubted for one moment.—It was perfectly 1111- j ly excited presses itself irresistibly, above all
derstood that lie had no affinities whatever with other interests, and applies itself with single purllis eon- j pose, directing the destinies of the nation, and the
men of your school in morals or polities,
demnatiou of the abolitionists was unsparing for : hour has now arrived for France.
their hypocrisy, their corruption, their enmity to I
Prussia, to whom we have given evidence durthe 'iinstitution, and their lawless disregard for the | ing and since the war of 1800, of a most conciliator
the
won
rv disposition, lias held our good will of no account
rights of Mates and individuals. Thus lie
eonlidense of Democrats, On the faith of such pro- j and returned our forbearance by encroachments.
she has aroused distrust in all quarters: necessile-sions we promoted him in his business, and
But. accord-; tating exaggerated armaments, and has made of
gave him office honor, and fortune.
nig i" your account he was all the while waiting j Europe a camp where reign disquiet and fear of the
and hoping for the time to come when lie could be- j morrow. This tinal incident lias disclosed ilie inl ray tile Constitution and its friends into the cruel stability of international understanding and shown
clinches of their enemies.
For this cold-blooded gravity of situation in the presence of her new preand deliberate treachery y ou bespeak the admira- tensions. Prussia was made to understand our
tion of the American people. ) ou might as well claims. They were evaded and followed with contemptuous treatment, and our country manifested
propose to canonize Judas Iscariot.
I maintain, on the other hand, that he was what its profound displeasure at this action, and quickly
sincere
and
friend, politi- the war-cry resounds from one end ol France to
he -eemed to pc. a sound
al and personal, of the men who showered favors the other.
Ib hud at least the average amount
There remains for us nothing but to confide our
,,n his head.
destinies to the chance of arms. We do not make
el attachment for "The Constitution of the United
and
for
the
ale-, and
happiness war upon Germany, whose independence we repeace, good order,
A- a necessary consequence, he spect. We pledge ourselves that the people com,,f the same."
I resiled the dishonest and destructive rule which
shall dispose
posing the great GermanicANationality
la foresaw that you would be sure to establish as freely of their destinies.
for us we demand the
..ion as you could.
His democracy did not cease establishment of a state ofthings guaranteeing our
when tii’e war opened, in the summer of 1801, security and assurances for the future.
when votir anti-constitutional principles began to
We wish to conquer a durable peace based on
lie practically curried out by the kidnapping of in- the true interests of the people, and to assist in
.oeeiit citizens, by the suppression of free speech, abolishing that precarious condition of tilings when
nd by the enslavement of the press, he imprecated all nations are forced to employ their resources in
I lie vengeance of Clod and the law upon the guilty arming against each other.
The glorious Hag of
uithors of those crimes with as much energy as France which we once more unfurl in the face of
liea
short
time
Democrat
in
the
nation.
is
our
same
which
has home over
the
my
(inly
challengers,
lore llis appointment as Secretary of War his love Europe the civilizing ideas of our great resolutions.
.I liberty
and legal justice impelled him to corse It represents the same principles', and it will inMr. Lincoln himself with bitter curses. He called spire the same direction. Frenchmen, 1 go to place
II i in by eontemptous names, and with simian if not myself at the head of that valiant army, which is
with "swinish phrase soiled his addition." I ad- animated by tlieir love of country and devotion to
mi! that he changed these sentiments afterwards, duty. That army knows it worth,for itlias been vicioil 1 deny that ho had adopted your way of think- tory to follow its footsteps m Hie four
quarters of the
His globe,
ing while he pretended to concur in ours.
i take with me my son. despite his tender
conversation was a real one. produced bv what he years. lie knows the duties his name impose upon
|
regarded as "good and sufficient reasons him there- j him. and he is proud to bear bis part in tlic dangers
nolo moving." audit was accompanied, or imme- of those who
light for our country. May God bless
diately followed by a corresponding change of his our ell'orts, A great people defending a just cause
He was not what you make him is invincible.
I arty" attitude.

j

.nit,

a

mere

fawning hypocrite.

i

Signed)

\\por.Enx,

is plainly made. The friends of Mr.
kxi;l \ND PREl’AItlNC.
will not permit you to gihhit him in the
the world, after death has disarmed him .if
Loudon, July 22. In consequence of the attitude
the p.over of self-defence. You must prove the iu- ot Austria toward Bavaria and renewed rumors of
irioiis allegations you make, or else accept the the warlike attitude of Russia. England has resolv
if the Chief Justice will say eil to make preparations for putting her army on a
nisi consequences,
that b. knows Mr. Stanton to have been “in entire war footing.
aureeiiiont" with the abolition parly thirty years
The Channel squadron has received orders to get
Blit you ready to proceed to sea. Its destination is to unite
igo. Iiis te-limonv may silence denial.
mast not trifle with u> : we will hold you to strict with thi' Mediterranean squadron at Gibraltar, to
proof; hearsay evidence vviil not he received; least form a living squadron, under command of Admiof all will the fact he admitted upon the second- ral Horuqy, who has been telegraphed at
Valparahand statement of a person who thinks, as you iso to return to England immediately.
manifestly do think, that deception, fraud, and
Paris, July 22. The army of South Germany lias
fal.-o pretences are an honor to the mail who pracbeen ordered North, and the Prussian armv goes
tices them.
Next in chronological order is your assertion that South.
Denmark has decided in favor of war. She will
■Mr. >tanton, while yet a private citizen, advised
Mi. Kiii-lianan that it was the duty and the right ol' wait until the French fleet enters the Baltic.
tin* I VdtTai (.overmnent to coerce seceding States;
Hungary is also for France. The Emperor's
that is to *:iy, make war against all the inhabitants proclamation lias made a profound impression.
of every State in which an ordinance of secession
New Yoke. Julv 2). A Paris special to the
had been or should be passed. Now, mark how
Ileral'l says:
plain a tale will put you down. Air. Stanton never
"It is predicted that the' Emperor will proclaim
was consulted on that subject by the President until
a
Republic throughout Europe if a coalition is
Tier he was Attornoy-(ieneral; and he never at
formed against him."
my time gave such advice as you put into his mouth,
lie never entertained any opinion of that kind, for
Drill.in. July 21. Great demonstration were
if was
lawyer of great capacity and could not made here last night in favor of the French. A
believe an absurdity. He had too much regard for
meeting of live thousand persons was addressed bv
bis professional character to maintain a legal propoprominent Fenian-.
rtion which he knew to i>e false. He certainly
London, July 21. Tlie French <>overnment ino'i*uId not have so debased himself in the eyes of
sists on adhering to tlie policy previously announc•the administration with whom he was particularly
ed of treating neutral shipping the same*as in 1 -si.
do*irons, at that time, to stand well.
1 mi thi*
ju»int I wish to be very distinct. I aver no regard lining paid to the Paris Convention.
It is confidently stated that the Prussians arc
that Mr. Stanton thoroughly, cordially and conant I y approved ol and concurred in the constitu- strengthening Coblentz only with the intention of
tional doctrines which you denounce as timid and making it a base of operations, and thev intend to
ireasonable. lie endorsod the opinion of his pre- throw a force down the line ofthe Saar’, and mrrv
decessor* with extravagant and undeserved lauda- an offensive war into France.
ii"ii: he gave his adhesion to the annual message
THE FORTIFICATION AT METZ.
in many way*: ami the special message of the Sth
London, July 21. The special correspondent of
>
-human isni. which expressed the same principle* with added emphasis, was carefully read over the Tribune. July 21. visited three camps fori icd
t< him before it was sent to
Congress, and it receiv- around Metz, and was allowed to inspect tic forts
ed hi* unqualified assent. The existing evidence of St. Quentin. The work upon the forts was to lie
"f this can be easily adduced: it is direct as well as finished within twenty-four hours. Sixty cannon
ii ciini*t:mtial, oral as well as documentary, and were brought into position, and ditches, casemates,
"inc of it is in the
handwriting of Mr. Stanton bomb-proofs and barricades were in process of conhimself. If you are w illing to put the question into struction on an immense scale. They are not
propel form for judicial investigation. I will aid merely intended to defend Metz, hut to protect a
von in doing so, and give you an
opportunity to vast encampment, or perhaps to give shelter to a
beaten army. The tact that these additional works
make out your ease before an impartial tribunal.
It your statement be true that Mr. Stanton dishe- were commenced months ago, is a clear indication
that
Franco has been preparing upon the first
h> cd in tin principles to w hich the administration
op'.i*
tineliangeablv pledged, how did become to portunity for an aggressive war. Two forts of St.
lake otlire under it
Was lie so anxious for public Quentin command the broad valley ofthe Meuse
employment that he consented to give up his own and the approaches to the town. Tin ir guns would
convictions and assist in carrying out. measures play with tremendous effect upon an enemy adwhich his iiidirnicnt condciimcd •■* ti»«
vancing throne-h the vallev to nllael. 11i.swn' in
mi id it \
and treason? Or, did he accept the eonli- the valley itself there is ample shelter for a whole
h-in-c of the I'resitent anil the Capinct with a pre- army, guarded on one side by the guns ofthe town,
and on the other liv those of the forts. The officers
•' -irnniiied intent to
betray it: Either w’ay you did
not expect to leave for the frontier in less than
make him guilty of unspeakable baseness.
Km conceding that lie would accept, w hy did the eight days.
l’li 'ident, with the consent of his advisers, give
London, July 2o. The Tones this morning
tie- appointment to a man whom they knew' to be
publishes the projected treaty submitted by France
!f ‘ti|. to them upon points so vital not only to the
to the Prussian Government and guarantees its auuuhlii interests but their own character.*? That
The following arc the points of this
it
.eh a t into they would invite an undisguised thenticity.
document: The preamble sets forth that the King
nms
into their counsels, is a talc as wildly im-j
of Prussia and the Emperor ofthe French, in order
probable as any that ever W’as swallowed bv the' to strengthen the ties of
friendship between the two
Tedulit) of the Salem witch-tinder*. Your own governments and
peoples, &<•„ conclude the subconsciousness of thi* compels you to explain by
joined
treaty:
ittributing it to a special intervention of Divine
In the first article Napoleon admits and recogProvidence. Your impious theory is that Almighty !
nizes the late acquisition of Prussia from Austria,
<".d procured this appointment' miraculously, in
la the second, the Prussian king engages to faciliorder that \ou. the enemies of the American Contate the French acquisition of Luxembourg. In
stitution. might have a spy in the camp of its
the third, the Emperor acquiesces in the union of
mciid>. This will not serve your turn. Reason
the North and South German States, Austria exm-v.-r refers a humanovent to
supernatural agency, cepted. In the fourth. France finding ii
necessary
unless it is impossible to account for it in any other
to absorb Belgium. Prussia lends her assistance to
way. Tin mystery of this ease is easiiv cleared that measure. The fifth article is
the
usual
one of
up by tin* hypothesis that you have misrepresented an offensive and defensive
alliance between two naii from beginning to end: which is no miracle at
tions.
• 11, but
quite iii tiie natural order of things.
'< »>\< |j j>ki> ma t
INTERVIEW WITH NAPOLEON.
week.]
The ilI'mtimj Trltigmph prints to-dav a commuA IH:sit.i;ati: Di l i
A si. Louis paper nication reciting an interview recently had with
the Emperor Napoleon. A fortnight ago Napoleon
an account oi'a recent duel with swords,
had no thought of war with Prussia. lie was .-till
•.vlijf)i look place on the renowned duelling unready, hut France was slipping from his hands,
and in order to rule lie must lead France to war.
locality known as “Bloody Island.” The
The Emperor related the contents of dispatches
himself and Bismarck, claiming that the
parties ivere .Major Keith, editor of the between
latter wanted too much and wanted i too soon.
I'imo.-,. and Capt. Yanstein. Both were olliThe Emperor demanded Luxembourg in Isuu as
iu llit' Cnion army during the war.
The an equivalent for her neutrality in the Prussian
war with Austria.
Bismarck replied bv demandlight grew out of some trivial matter. The ing Holland as an equivalent, for Luxembourg.
The
account of the all air is as follows—
Emperor replied to this demand of Bismarck,
that should the independence of Holland bo attackt’o.tli were vidently skilful swordsmen, and cau- ed
by Prussia, it would be regarded as a declaratiously watched for an opening. The Captain was tion of war. Count Bcncdotti was present at the
t!i in's! to attack, hut tile blow aimed at the
Major's interview when these facts were elicited.
head was coolly and easily parried. Several rapid
The tone in English Ministerial circles is rather
passes were made. when, in parrying a blow, the
to the protection of Belgium
neutrality.
Vl:ii',r was painftillv reminded of a defective sword- {indifferent
The English relations with France are less strained
hi.h by receiving a rut across the right hand, which than a few days ago. Some fears are expressed
• aid the knuckle of his forefinger
open. The recip- that the English Government will be found to have
ient- however, showed no sign of pain, and, without
been too deferential to Napoleon, and doubts are
changing a muscle of his face, continued on guard. expressed whether the whole
correspondence will
\n iii-laiil alter, in attempting to parry a
desperate be published.
blow aimed at his head, hi- wrist, weakened by the
former cut, partially failed him. allowing his sword
London. July 2.1. The following dispatches have
to partially fall under the weight of the blow. just been received from Saarbrttck bv the
way of
Hi- agility, however, saved his life, for he sprang Berlin;
hark just in time to partially avoid it. although the
On Sunday a body of Prussians crossed Ibe
point of his adversary’s weapon touching his fore- frontier near Saarbruck. They penetrated the
1,cad. Ictt a gash about an inch and a half in length. country several miles and found i be French in conA- the Professor's sword
passed down,just grazing siderable force near the town of Gevsweiler, where
itie shoulder of the journalist, the latter, hv a move- sharp skirmishes ensued. The French soon retired,
ment like lightning, made a thrust at his'
antago- leaving ten killed on the Held. There was tio loss
nist's face. The point of the weapon entered the on the Prussian side, This action lias demonstratcorner ,>f the eye, and the wounded man was forced that the needle-gun is superior to the Chascpot.
ed to his knees upon the ground. While in this
Subsequently a company of Prussians of the 17th
po-il am we are told lie made several blows at the regiment captured tlio French Custom House at
body and legs of the Major with his sword, which Schrecklingen. The officers or the Custom House
he still retained in his hand.
The Major, finding made a stout resistance, and were all either killed
hi- adversary completely at his niere’v, and still or captured. One Prussian officer was
slightly
him
with
a
holding
steady hand, in tliis Horrible wounded- Deserters from the French army are
position (the point of the sword being still in the continually coining in to the Prussian lines.
fencing master’s eye) told the second to take his
EXCITED KEELING IN ENGLAND.
-word from him and he would grant him his life.
The second tit once did so, and the swordsman,
London, 2(1. The excitement occasioned by the
almost crazy with agony, was removed and the atpublication of the secret treaty between France
tention of a surgeon at once secured for him. 'The and
Prussia, is increasing as the evidence becomes
eye was forced from the socket and no doubt de- more clear that the treaty is genuine.
Nearly all
Tlie
at
once
returned
to
the
stroyed.
Major
city, the journals have editorial remarks on the
unit shocked his friends by his appearance. Ilis and all in a similar tone. “France must subject,
shirt, face and outer garments were saturated with this offensive treaty” arc the words of theexplain
Times
blood from the wound in lii.s forehead.
and the burden of the London press. There is no
question but that the press, the Times particularly
Mil/. The following is a description of is seeking to make this treaty a pretext for the intervention of England in favor of Prussia.
the fortified city of Metz, which seems to be
The attitude of Ireland is also commented upon.
the threatened point of collision between the After giving the details of (many
meetings, recentFrench and Prussian armies:—
ly held in Ireland, and the strong resolution of
for
France
the
Times asserts
adopted,
on
the
sympathy
river Moselle, is the most
“Metz,
that the sympathy is altogether due to Catholicism
important strategic point in the eastern part and the hatred
of German Protestantism.
of France, and has a most
powerful fortress, TIIE SECRET TREAT AGAIN'. DENMARK
.NEUTRAL.
which is yet uncompleted. The
contains
The

.--lie

Maillol,
ice
el

city

(10,000 inhabitants and a garrison of 10,000
men. A
strong wall with bastions surrounds
it, and the
fortifications at large are constructed with a due allowance for the force
ul modern projectiles.
They stand on four
commanding sites. The river Seille meets
fhe Moselle at this point, and, in case of a
siege, t he water of both streams can be raised sufficiently to inundate the low
ground to
the south and southwest of the town. Montmedy, Verdun, and Longwy. on the Rhine,
are all strongly fortified; and near to
Metz,
on
the Moselle, is Thlonville, within a few
miles of the Prussian trontier. The river is
bridged at this point, and the fortifications
are strong.
The Moselle furnishes the most
direct line of operations between France and
Prussia, and a struggle will in every probability take place for its several strongholds.”

London, 20th.—Earl Granville, in the House of
Lords to-day again referred to the secret treaty alleged to have been proposed by France to l’russia.
He said be had an interview'this afternoon with
the French Ambassador, and the latter told him
that the treaty originated with Count Btsmark, and
that it never had a serious basis and was rejected
by both Houses. The Ambassador protested that
France was actually anxious of maintaining peace
with Belgium, England and Holland.
Mr. Gladstone informed the House that advices
from Berlin, settling the authenticity of the Times’
information regarding the alleged treaty, were
hourly expected.

The British Minister at Berlin telegraphed that a
the original proposition of Napoleon embodied in the treaty, existed in Count
own
Beneditti’s
hand-writing.
Mr. Otway, Under Foreign Secretary, declined,
when asked, to make any communication or express any opinion on the proposal made by Na1 polcon to annex Holland.
Copenhagen, 20th.—The Government of Den-

dispatch containing

mark lias issued a proclamation of neutrality in
the war between Prussia and i'rance. Sailors and
pilots, subjects of Demhark, are warned against
rendering assistance to the belligerents.
FltENCH ENTHUSIASM SUBSIDIN'!;.
London, July 20. A Paris special correspondent
to the London News, writes Sunday evening:
•‘Never has a war been undertaken by France with
less enthusiasm or more distrust of success. The
crowds of the Boulevards who were ready to die
for their country have disappeared. Troops are
marching through Paris to take trains for the scat
of war and they traverse the streets without eliciting a single cheer. Soldiers joining their regiments
walk about in groups, almost alt of them drunk
and the bourgeois stare at them and shrug their
shoulders. The aspect of Paris could not he more
melanchoh if tin1 Prussians were at the gates of
the city.”
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WALDO COUNTY DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION.
The
meet

Democrats oi Waldo
in Convention at the
COURT

County

HOUSE.

are

requested

to

Belfast.

rebuke them for this disgraceful and unsoldierly
act, but haughtily exclaimed, ‘If a gun is fired into
niv men
to-night, I will not leave a house in town;
1 will burn every one to the ground.’ This is the
character of the men Holdeu has got together to
keep the peace of North Carolina, where there is no

John A. Brack tr,
(iLORta; Ginn,
E/.ekiel 1. Doe.
Dein. Co. Committee.

OF

THE

FRENCH

MINISTER.

the

Democratic County Committee.

HANCOCK COUNTY CONVENTION.
The Democrats ot Hancock County are hereby notified
to meet by their delegates in Convention at
U OCOC K H ALL. Ell«*vortIi.

On

Wednesday the 17th day nf August next.
at lu o’clock in the forenoon, to nominate two candidates
tor Senators, a County Commissioner, County Treasurer, County Attorney, to elect a County Committee
and transact any other business that may properly come

before the Convention.
The basis of representation is the Democratic Gubernatorial vote of 180'.'. Each city, town and plantation
is entitled to one delegate, and an additional
delegate
lor each thirty Democratic votes cast at aforesaid election. A majority fraction entitles to a delegate.

Ellsworth, July 21,

1C R A STBS R EDA1A N,
Warren King.
Orel Hinckley.
Dem. Co. Committee.
1 '70.
2wJ

for its

woe

literally

by surprise;

IN

NORTH

CAROLINA.

dog cheap there. American capitalists and
shipping merchants could invest in these
ships at low prices, and under the neutrality
ol our llag, with American
crews, reap
great profits. The plan was suggested to
the President, who sent a special message to
Congress. Hut that body, too intent on landgrabbing or other selfish schemes, declined
to take the needed action, and the
golden opportunity is lost The world never witnessed
such blind inditlerence to a great opportunihound, by sins of omission and commission, to prevent the rise of

Congress

American

seems

commerce.

Your true radical can never be in his
element except in times of civil commotion.
Within our recollection Waldo was a staunch
Plots and conspiracies are a necessity to bis democratic county. Hut in disregard of the Journal's teachings it has become one of the roost relinature.
It makes no special difference able republican localities in the State. l>id the
Journal
ever hear it said that it was not part of
whether they are real or imaginary, if the
wisdom lor those who live in glass houses to throw
public mind can be disturbed and excited. stones! Wc will agree to make Ivnox republican
Journal coverts Waldo to democracy.
Arrests, imprisonments and lines are the as soon as the
[Rockland Free Press.
meat on which ho foods, while an occasion
The stones we throw are only a little
to shoot or hang somebody is one of
special
to impart grit to the Free Press.
It
gravel
felicity. The thrift that comes by the ways ■shan’t he hurt a hit Hut let us see about the
of industry and peace he snows little of, and
complexion of these counties. In 18(10, the
cares less for.
Hut fines and forfeiture are
year after the war closed, which would he a
his meat and drink, his desjre in the present
fair occasion to estimate party strength,
and his hope in the future. He is a true
Knox gave Chamberlain over Pillsbury, 470
disciple of .Jack FalstatV, who rejoiced in the majority. T.ast yc.vi fchuiUi had cm ct Champrospect of civil war, because “Land would berlain 425 majority—or a
gain of 805—a
be as cheap as stinking mackerel.”
nice thing, and handsomely done.
An election is soon to take place in North
In 1800 Waldo gave Chamberlain 1082 maCarolina, and the radicals, under the lead of
jority over Pillsbury. East year it gave
Holden, are busy in “organizing hell” in that Chamberlain 510 over Smith—a
gain of 1100.
unhappy state. The plan very clearly is to
Let the Free l’ress not worry on our acget up scenes of violence, which is easy count. Wc are doing pretty well, thank
you
enough lor men determined to have them, —only there is a tougher devil to overcome
and then by arrests and imprisonment to
up this way.
drive the better classes of the people from
the polls, so that the ruffian element may
The Republicans of the fifth Cong. District
have complete control. That there is any
met very quietly at Ellsworth last week ami
need for extraordinary measures or the use
renominated Mr Hale. The aspirations ol
of the military is all the merest pretence and
Tilden and all other claimants melted away,
I sham.
North Carolina is as peaceful and and
Halo was agreed upon unanimously.
law abiding, save the outrages of Holden’s We
supposed it would be so, when we noticruillan militia, as any state in the Union. A ed a
couple of Waldo ollicials departing for
conservative paper of the state says—the interior of Hancock, with determination
“The body of troops lie lias succeeded in getting
in their faces, and the vision of continued
together is composed of the worst class of vagrants,
vagabonds and rowdies, under command of Col. snug places under the sheltering wings of
Kirk, a man of notorious character. Last Friday the
Congressman. The resolutions adopted
evening, Kirk’s battallion arrived at Salisbury",
from the mountains, en route for Raleigh, and have not been
given to a longing world, but
committed various wrongs upon unoffending citiwill come, we suppose, in due time.
zens while oil their way to this
point. While supper was served at the Mansion House, a number of
iiis command, who were promenading the paveA terrible eonilagration occurred at East
ment in front of the dining room, began to tire off
their pistols and carbines, exclaiming as they did
It began in a planing
Boston
on Monday.
so, “They arc til ing into us! that shot came from
flic dining room!” and immediately they rushed mill, and spread until it had destroyed sevinto the doors and windows of the dining room,
with their guns aud pistols cocked, sabres drawn,
and levelled upon the unoffending and unarmed
ladies and gentlemen sitting around the table. A
general stampede ensued, and of course Hie dining
room was soon cleared.
Kirk made his appearance, and, although not a citizen had fired a gun or
the
least resistance to the militia, yet they
offered
insisted that they had been fired upon. He did mil

I he < .ardim*r di»u!

all kinds.

I poll these,

in due time will put

in

a

second appearance.

ii i-

indijrnant

about the e.a-e
ailed soldier, who \va(•nwarded .y 'lie authorities ».i Middlebury, Yl
from the ponr-h ui-e
a'that town to the Togo-utler 1 terribly on the .jourm
Asylum. II
and has -m
lied. >u h i- man*- inhumanity

of

a

k

-[■

l f.

u

a

artully

<

an a

man.

Tim "dead weight" «»f a railroad train, in
way of emrine, fuel, water, ears, ete., is from I.
to
II*-. for eaeh pa-semmr. even in a w«*1 l-liii•
train; and iheer.ii practical problem of 1 he
i- how to re lin e the enormous amount.
tt i- titty vears since the I'helojrieid Seminary
Baiijror wa- < -tahh-lu d. and tin- event i- bein

celebrated tin- week

Pitt-luirp

A voiimr

r wa

into

nt

eellar the oth

a

part of the famish- day. w ith n nndk\ and instantly shot out throw
the root.
Phi '‘^plosion of a lot of coal oil jt
ing passengers eagerly seized; another por- whi'di had penetrated
throuirh tin wall from th
tion liberally patronized a soda fountain up- next cellar did it. 11 wa a ..I deal diseoueerti
on a side table, whilst a few
I In* Journal relates that a party of l.ewi-t a.
straggling believers in the intensified Maine Law sought a folk- s.ij.ntrnimr near Boothbay were -o impre-. i
with the beauty of Squirrel l-iaiid, that th«*> bon at
remote corner and clung closely to two
dip- it for r-J:!o.h including do
sheep. I’ln \ prop,.-- i.
pers chained to a tank, labelled ••ice water
In ri-h it a- a eoojimr oil* pl-i e in -umnn
South Berwick with its famous spongi -eaki contain- I
i, r«
still loomed away t«» the ea-tward. and upon
in M' ‘ill
a
-ed \. in,
|
this delectable, food 1 had alone determined deiili-:
<*1
I
1 o 1.• he w a- pullim: a
;
po. |.
that the keen edge of my appetite should lie tooth lof liei
dulled, and so comforting my hungry soul 1
Mr. I >oimla-. old and dim- -Id. d. walked on t a
a

■

railroad tra.-h

passed by with silent disdain the excellent
provisions ot Exeter. Alas! for human disappointment. Alas! for the humiliation of aspiring ambition, and still alas! for the unsatislied

the train

near

Banaor, and

thirty

some

i.

w

kno.

a-

into the

a

k< i

bo-hes.

w.

broken ribs.
•

dpt- M. I

Bejel..w. of

"kti""d fellow-"

longingsof
empty stomach —the ears
whistled past Berwick and the sponge-eakt
with only a stop of sixty seconds.
an

w

in-

Bo-Ion. >iif of th..-.
-av
No, and win--,
■

iiuiot

money melts like -now, ha- in-i ib-. »nd« d, t. iv
imr a la rev amount of tor ,| p ,!M ,. ».. .|a w itand two eliildr. ii

policy in the present state of affairs. for those who wanted them, the polls were
We do not think that foreign bottoms should closed, and victory declared for the friends
Leaving Exeter, our route seemed to sweep
have the right to American registers always, of Mr. Hale, by a vote of .1:5 to 28. A neater the ocean's side, and an occasional
ot wind fanned in at the
hut a war exists in Europe, which
partially unendangers Bunker Hill victory, wherein the defeated, putf
the ships of two maratime nations, and will party hold the honors; and there was, more- closed windows, as we moved onward
East
probably involve others. Vessels will be over, something else about this thing which placid ponds, and softly murmuring brooks,
sound

ty.
RADICALISM

that."

high toned independence, wide-spreading, up-leaping forks of flame
publish facts, without from the burning oil factory in ('harlestown.
fear or favor, let them cut where they will. We had soon
passed the yard of lie- MasThe subscription price is 8-1 ner year.
sachusetts State Prison, and left Boston at our
back—certainly with warm regret. And
“A nomination is not an election by a long thence onward, through wood and vale, past
chalk,” said a gentleman passing out of the farm-houses and village, with occasional
convention held at Ellsworth last week. halt and varying incident until we reached
He was speaking of the arbitrary manner of the city of Exeter. X 11.
This was our tirsl considerable stopping
forcing—by acclamation—Mr. Hale’s nomination upon the people for Congress.
“No.” place, and here we were given ten minutes
for refreshments.
A large circular counter
These says another gentleman near
purposes brought home to them.
by. should
served their villainous end at the time they Mr. Hale
the centre of the saloon, upon
occupied
to
lie
another
term,
go
Congress
originated, to the shame of the inventors and goes without my vote,” “And he goes with- which was placed eatables and drinkables ot
country,

and determination to

Annanias. lion. Gideon Welles recently dis- for without couiilimr on any opnosiiion. be
posed of another in the pages of the Galaxy. was thunderstruck to find against him the
he deemed evpi*dinr>«Every town and organized plantation will be entitled And it should be seen to by the conservatives
to
strongest men of his party. And this force
one'delegate, and an additional delegate tor every 50
votes cast lor the Democratic candidate for Governor, of the country that others of the tribe be
came together under the most adverse cirat the State election of ISO'.*, and a fraction of 20 votes
branded as fast as they appear.
will bo entitled to an additional delegate.
cumstances.
Upon the above basis the several Towns and PlantaThere was no concert oi action, and leadtions will be entitled to delegates as follows
Aina, 2
Boothbay, 3; Bremen, 2; Bristol, 5; Damariscottu,
;
ers:
The
sent
the
President to Conthey did not know their own strength,
message
by
Dresden, 2; Kdgecomb, 2; .Jefferson, 4; Newcastle,
Nobleboro, 4 ; Somerville, 2; Southport, 1; Waldoboro,
nor who were acting
with them.
in
the
last
There
hours
of
its
advisgress.
session,
10; Westport, 1; Wliitetield, 4 : Wiscasset, 5 ; Monliegan,
that a limited privilege for the admission were no active vote distributors and no votes
ing
E. W. FARLEY.
of foreign ships to our Hag be enacted, was to distribute, and while in search of votes
SAMUEL E. SMITH.

1870.

TIES.

A_LI
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Commissioner; and County Treasurer.
To select a County Committee for the year commencing Jan. 1st, 1870, and to transact such other business as

July 4,

GEN ER

j

of the country. It is due to the out
mine,” said a third, who joined the
living, no less than to the dead, that any party. “Let them nominate him as they
The Democrats of the several Towns and Plantations malicious
attempts to put these inventions will, I took no part in the convention after
in the County of Lincoln, arc requested to meet in Coneven in as permanent
vention at th.e
shape as upon the < en. Tihlen withdre w his name.”
COURT HOUSE. R ENC.4MftET.
pages of a periodical, should be promptly
But the most brilliant display of antagonOn SATURDA Y, Aug.'27th, 1870, at 10 o'clock, I. M. mot and rebuked.
The sharp pen of the ism to Mr. Hale, was exhibited at the caucus
I
Eor the following purposes, to wit;
General has given the quietus to for the choice of
To nominate candidates lor the offices of State Senator: e\-Altorncy
delegates from this city.
Sheriff; County Attorney; Register of Probate; County the most prominent of these disciples of Here he was
taken

ELBR1DGK S. WEEKS.

EAST.

<

LINCOLN COUNTY DEMOCRATIC CONVEN- the
TION.

ARNOLD BLANEY.
HENRY FARRINGTON.

GETTING DOWN

The

Correspondence of the Journal.
country was shocked to learn, on
The Peters ail loft, in Ellsworth, was burin I...
Thursday last, that M. Prevost Paradol, the Departure From Boston—The Excessive Heat Wednesday night of la-t week.
—Glances and Glimpses by the Waysidenewly arrived French minister, had commit- Arrival at Portland—The
The enterprising manufacturers of fertilizer*
disturbance.”
City of Richmond.
ted suicide on the day previous, by
England not only grind up the bones of animal
shooting
These ruffians, under the command of Kirk,
but those of humanity. Even tin* Egyptian a
himself through the heart with a pistol,
Eastiikx Maim-:, July 2:5, 187".
j
have more recently arrested several of the
combs are being rubbed .and the bones of Phara
There is no known cause for the act save 1
East
me
still
in
afternoon
found
Monday
best and most prominent citizens, for no
mad-* to manure British turnip fields.
that of temporary insanity, to which some Boston, but so far started on my journey subjects
offence, and thrust them into prison. Writs
The wheat crop of New York State will avera_'.
of conduct for a few days give eastward as to be seated in tbe Boston and bah' it' not three
of habeas corpus, issued by the Chief Justice, strangeness
quarter- more than last vear,
of much superior quality. The yield of barley w
color. lie was presented to the President on Maine Depot, duly
waiting the departure of be less.
have been laughed at. The State seems to
The oat crop will equal last year.
the previous Saturday, and made an exceed- the six o’clock train to Portland. I had albe completely at the mercy of these banditti
(•rant i- it Long Branch, an attractive bit
M. Paradol was a most written “patiently
waiting,” but,deem it New Jersey sea-eoa> .where he is taking thin
and robbers. There appears to be no alter- ingly happy speech.
and has achieved too grievous a sin to commit such a statenative for tlie people, except to peacefully journalist by profession,
coolly.
distinction by the beauty, vigor and force of ment to paper,—the overpowering, indesOhio has made stringent laws against the sal.
submit, or to be branded and proclaimed all
his writings. lie was of liberal views in po- cribable, intolerable heat
kerosene, the seller of the oil being !;
having put me into dangerous
over the
country as rebels who are resisting litical matters, and his residence in
i)l to punishment for manslaughter if death re-id
this a state about as remote from patience, as I
the guardians of the peace. Is there never
from violation of the statute.
country was looked upon as a means ol at- Boston is situated distant from the North
to be an end to the reign ol terror ?
Lady Franklin, returning from a search, on t!,.
taining to closer relations with the country Pole. To be sure, the fury of the heat had north-west coast, for tidings from her lost huslmti
he represented.
Every mark of distinction somewhat abated from the previous twenty- i pas-cd o\'U tb- Pacific railroad last week.
HOT! HOT! HOT!
has been shown to the memory of the deceas- four hours, hut still seemed bent on remindThe •■sweet looth" of the world demands an
uual supply ot sugar amounting to 2,300,000
ed bv the authorities at Washington.
ing us that its visit to the high latitudes was of
The weather is terrific. For weeks even I
which < ob furnishes fully one third.
_-_1
I an extended
one, and that it wasn't to be
this usually cool locality has been at a
lame*
P. Piildip*, fur the murder of hi- wife l.*boiling
The suggestion which is telegraphed 1'rom coaxed, flattered or caioled into .shortenin''February, wa- hanged at Richmond, \ a., on th>
temperature. On Sunday the average of the
that it the crowned heads unite the time of its
stay, or returning to its -Jd. He had another girl ill courted, and took tin
themometer was 98. The South and West Europe
lie will proclaim an uni- torrid home, before it
against
Napoleon,
got ready. In vain way to make him-. If eligible.
are
A
who
suffering fearfully.
gentleman
versal republic, is a startling one, but not my fellow travellers
the upright.
The tea brought over the Pacific Railroad is p
attempted
recently came from beyond the Mississippi, without
probability. As we have said, the decorous position of society. Heads would cd in small baskets instead of boxes.
said to us that his journey was like a conbelieves most implieity in his des- droop and limbs seek a recumbent attitude.
A man down South lias discovered that coal
tinued passage through a heated furnace. Emperor
“In In vain the latest war news from
and the traditions of his family.
will make the hair grow. His head was as sm....ii,
tiny
Europe
The country was fairly in a glow, night and
lifty years,” said the first Napoleon, “Europe was folded into fau-sliape and waved languid- a< a billiard-ball until bo auuinted it with petroldu
day, and comfort a thing not to be thought will either be Cossack or
Maine i- blessed with a ba<e ball club whieli h
republican.” lie- ly back and forth—the current of air proof. At St. Louis, for a few weeks past, the
adopted the simple and melodious name of Pasbelief
in
liberal
ideas,
duced scarcely disturbed the -‘shoo fly” that gassawaiikeag. They m ver can get that name iir
publican tendencies,
telegraph says the heat has been at from 97 the
the bag along with ihe bats ami things. [Bu-t,
power of the people, hatred of kingcraft wilfully persisted in
boddering.” Even 1I Post.
to lot.
Such a state of things was never beand its oppressions have permeated Europe. the tones of the
depot ma-b-r rang out lower
Milinue that ridiculous namWhy wrill tin- Lo
fore known in the country, and what the reThe French revolution of tsts kindled a lire and lazier than usual, as it' the tubes
and make tlirm-i Ise- tb*
leading;
laughing stock of r
sult will be if it continues can
only be con- which was with the utmost dillieulty 1 rom throat to
1
v
bad suddenly become country
lungs
The
in
this
section
is
not
jectured.
drought
smothered, and over the smoldering remains1 demoralized, under the high range of the
A i'oledoan was severely
linked by bis umlutn
yet severe, and the crops are looking well. of which
-on to prevent him from
drinking arsenic in hihuge armies keep constant and themomoter. The exclamations of the in- fee.
The old man whipped in the end. and he n<
The dry season of 18.3.3, our readers will rewatchful care. Let a man with the bayonets coming and outgoing
passengers seemed as sleeps in the valley.
member, did not work the harm to growing at his hack which
Napoleon lias, espouse the heated as their appearance, and consisted of
Mr. P.iuqdiool lives in Watervillc, and ridecrops that was expected. The earth has a side of the
people and proclaim the abolition —“Whew! what a hot day !” "Mercy ! was velocipede daily.
wonderful power of drawing subterranean
of kings, and thrones would topple by scores. ever such weather known before!” "Deal
Mr. L. Pry .ant ••( I'
Mnchias. in attempting
moisture to the surface in times of need. But
inove a heavy rock a f w d.iy- since, was wedgi
We may be upon the eve of the mightiest me! when shall we get out of this.'"
in
between
ihe
simi
and
nth .ml
rushed
sickness, especially bowel complaints, must
We "got: out of this” at six o’clock. But death.
political events that the world has ever -ecu.
largely result, as well as prostration and
alas for human calculation, and the sufferings
A
eelehrutioii was bad th. other <l t\
lassitude.
The Galaxy, a monthly’magazine, publish- of our own body ! we were reminded of the New York—that of the annivorsary of the i*itt! ,«i
ed by Sheldon A Co., of New Cork, from scriptual allusion to the man possessed with Bull Him. It always seemed to us that there wa-i
MR. BLACKS LETTER,
much in the reeolleetious of that affair to he ,-!
which we copy the admirable article of lion. devils when the “last state was worse than
brated north of the Potomac.
Jeremiah
is
exa
well
conducted
and
the first.” The engine crept out of the deOur readers who take an interest in the
Black,
A' t'ov. Pairtield, of Wisconsin. and a friei
record of the recent rebellion in this country, cellent: periodical, which is gaining great pot and slowly proceeded on its journey, and were ridinjr bv rail from Madison lately .two yo*
ladiewith their beaux eaten <i the erowded.
as well as those who have a
regard for the favor with the American public. Us pages the smoke, without sufficient energy to lift and the distinguished evntlemeii surrendered tiitruth of history, will be interested in the teem with the choicest articles, tales, poetry, itself aloft, drifted lazily and
uncomfortably sent- to the fair om -. But "rent was their surpi ito see the you ml? men occupy their seats and takIt will especially in at the
letter of lion. Jeremiah Black to Senator essays, and anecdotes.
open easement. A .short distance their fair companions upon their
B.
laps.
commend
the
men
of
itself to
conservative
\\ ilson, the publication of which we comon our way, and we had a line view of the tieonre.** -aid tin* < iovenior. "We miirht have doe

SATURDAY, August 20, at 10 A. .If..
for the purpose ot nominating two candidates for Senamence this week.
The trenchant pen of the
tors, Sheriff, Clerk of Courts, County Commissioner,
and Comity Treasurer, and transacting any other busdistinguished attorney has left nothing for
iness that may properly come before the Convention.
The basis ot representation will be as follows
Each the falsifying Senator to stand upon.
town will be entitled to two delegates, and one additionWe admire the spirit with which Mr. Black
al delegate for every 25 votes east for the Democratic
candidate for Governor in 1800. A majority fraction has taken to
task the romancer of Natick, as
will give an additional delegate.
'*U
Upon this basis towns will be entitled to delegates as well as his determination not to permit himfollows:—Belfast, 10. Belmont, 1; Brooks, 1: Burnham, 0; Frankfort, 7; Freedom, 7; Islesboro, 5; Jack- self and his associates to be maligned by a
son, 1; Knox, 5; Liberty, 5; Lincolnville,1.*; Monroe,
l; Montville, 5; Morrill, i, Northport.l; Palermo, record of the stale calumnies that were born
0; Prospect, 0; Searsmont, 7; Searsport, 7; Stockton, of the troubled
times of our civil war. Men
10; Swanville, -1; Thorndike, 1; Troy, 8; Unitv, 0;
like Wilson and his associates are seamed all
Waldo, 2, Wlnterport, 0,
William D. Smart,
over with the sears of falsehood and evil
L. H. Mvkch,
On
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Among

crowd standing in front of a drug was a sleek, ministerial looking individual,
There a man lay stretched out who .1..tiled in a suit of shining black alpaeca.
store.
had been terribly wounded a buggy shaft. Possibly it is wrong to judge a person by
His belly had been ripped and a large part of the clothes he wears, but these alpac a suits
his intestines protruded. His life could be always seem tome to cry out in audible tones
saved only by a very dillicult and dangerous “Stand aside, for 1 am holier than thou."
operation, but Nelaton was equal to the occa- There is about them a certain sanctimonious
sion, and soon his patient, quite a wealthy air that says “Respect the cloth if you don't
of danger. For the man,” or a “Know all men by this suit
man, was sent home out
three weeks Nelaton heard nothing more of that I am set apart from the vanities and
him. but then he made his appearance and I pride of the world.” .lustas if a man couldn’t
asked his preserver how much lie owed him. i serve the Lord and shame the devil in l.rown
enty-live buildings of all kinds, including “Hundred and fifty francs,” replied the sur- j Spanish linen, as well as in this traditional
two churches.
The loss is between $200,000 geon. “That is much,” said the man, “but! and much abused black alpaeca.
At Cauulcn, as elsewhere, the inhabitants
and ,f:100,000. One fireman was fatally in- give me a specified bill; here is your j
Nelaton sat down and wrote as seemed to be still quietly sleeping, and so
money.”
j
and
other
several
more
or
less
jured,
persons
follows: “For readjusting a yard and a half except a pleasant sail, the remainder of the
hurt. In the extense heat it was almost im- of the intestine canal, at a hundred francs journey was without incident or note.
I’num:.
per yard, one hundred and fifty franc .”
possible for firemen to labor etteetually.
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Messenger,
Prussia just betorr tin* present

crisis l,a,| broken out, sa\s:
1 have
just returned from the street,
where 1 saw a
company ot soldiers, commanded by their ollicers march past. Music
was in front,
though not playing, hut the
tread ol the whole, on the stone pavemenl.
was as one man.
It the whole Prussia arm,
ot fire futwind Ihnusiiiiit Utrn is equal to
these in appearance, I do not wonder that
Napoleon should hesitate before meeting
them on the Held of buttle
1 un inclined to
believe that in Prussia :i well as the United
States, "bayonets think
war

Lust Sunday is acknowledged on all hands to
have been the hottest day ovei experienced in this
city. The thermometer at mid-day marked in the
\ ieinity of 100 degrees, and the endurance of human
nature was severely tested. A breeze from the
westward sprang up in the afternoon, but it was a
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Ling Coal is here. Not he ot pipe and bout,
llut trom the bowels of the earth dug out,
I m outh and smutty, but with ardent soul,
\lb,'it he lieth, all thoVtrecls about.
1 i- the caloric by kind nature stored.
Locked and provided before Adam breathed,
IV mitigate the winter with its hoard.
An equipoise to artic cold bequeathed.
V, .■ niusn’t question Providence, "tis said
tint who can help a present query whether
u

r've need of

mild

we

but

Pennsylvania’s bowels,
mix

our

heats

black

hot

wind, and brought

no

relief.

Tuesday were [less uncomfortable,
Wednesday) is cool for the season.
The yacht Ella, from Boston, with
in our harbor on Tuesday.

.Monday and
and to-day

a

large party,

was

From the

or

and colds together

Detroit Free Press, July lath.

DEAD AND

red,
:

ALIVE.

| den

shock no warning voice; but tlse eyes
and llesli resumed its feeling, the
brain worked, and the man, resting on his
“dead boat,” knew not but that he was in
bed, and that his awakening was as usual.
He missed his wife, and thought to himself
that she had crept softly out to let him have
a cpiiet
morning nap. lie heard a cowbell
tinkle, heard boys shouting, heard sounds
about the house, and thought how curious it
all was, as he believed it was not yet light,
owing to tiro cloth over his face, which shut
out the light, but its presence and dampness
had not yet been realized. As he lay there,
.just struggling out of his stupor. Hart heard
slow and heavy steps approaching; they
came through the hall, through the diningroom. into the parlor, close up to him, and
there was an exclamation and a fall, and the.
dead man sat up on his board! It was the
accidental fall of his eoljin which had .darted

BEEF AST JPMCES CUUIt t T

opened

CORllEOTED

WEEKLY BOB

ISelI’ast,

THE

JOUBNAL,

Wednesday, July

27, 1S70.

Notice of Foreclosure

WHEREAS
I

12 toll
$7.00 to 11.00 Round Hog,
1.35 to 0.00 Clear Salt Fork,
$32 to 31 I
5 to 7
1.50 to 0.00 Mutton per lb,
Rye Meal,
10 to 13
1,25 to 0.00 Lamb per lb,
Rye,
2ft to 30
1.30 to 00 Turkeys,per lb,
Corn,
20 to 25
70 to 80 Chickens, per lb,
Bailey,
oo to 00
2.00 to 2.50 Ducks, per lb,
Beans,
G
00 to 00
1.50
eese,
Marrowfat Peas,1.25 to
05 to 70 Hay per ton,
$12 to 14
Oats,
150
Lime,
New Potatoes, 125 to
$1.25 to 150
12 Washed Wool,
35 to 10
10 to
Dried Apples,
Freedom Notice.
25 to 30
0.00 to 0.00 Unwashed Wool,
Cooking, do.
i T710U a valuable consideration I have given to my son
Fulled
33
40
00
to
30
to
Wool,
Butter,
FRANK N. SYLVESTER, his time from this date,
li to 00 Aj
20 to 00 Hides,
Cheese,
until lie shall be of legal age. 1 shall claim none of his
10 to 00
22 to 00 CalfSkins,
Kggs,
nor be responsible tor any debts contracted
earnings,
20 to 22 SheepSkins,
50to$l
Lard,
him after this date.
JOHN 1L SYLVESTER.
13 Wood, hard,
10 to
$5.00 to 0 by
Beef,
Witness, J. A. Brackett.
$1.00 too
Apples,Baldwin,o,00 to 0.00 Wood, soit,
Lincolville, July 21, 1870.
3w:’.
1 to ft
Oto 001 Dry Pollock,
Veal,
8 to 10 j Straw,
$8 to 10
Dry Cod.

Flour,

Corn Meal,

Among the passengers at the Detroit A Milwaukee depot Saturday morning was a
Ball. The Pa-sagassawankeag f’lult of
Itr-i
group of three—husband, wife fund a male
Hi played a game lim tile championship w ith
Corporators
SPECIAL NOTICES.
relative—whose actions attracted the attenIbrigos of Augusta, at tlie latter place, on the tion of Officer O’Connor, inasmuch as the
Corporators ol Georges Valley Railroad ComrpiIK
-1_ puny are hereby notiiled. as by act of incorporation,
Tin" Kennebec .Journal makes the following re- husband had a
to meet at the Tow n U«u>« at Anion on the SOth
ghastly expression of counte- him up!
.it—
The surprise, alarm, joy—all could be dc
day of August, A. D. 1S70, at one o’clock P. M., for
nance, was kept muffled up in an overcoat
THIS WONDERFUL MEDICINE,made from an In- the purpose of organizing said Company and duing such
\- u a- anticipated, the contest \\ as close and ex- and shawl, the wife was tender and solicitous, pictcd,but there is no need. The man was condian R.'ceipe, is entirely vegetable. and is a certain cure. other business as may legitimately come before them.
iUL.
l'lic Belfast hoys took the lead, which they and the friend was
for
the
lined
to
his
bed
until
the
Nahum Thurston,
first
of
when
A. H. Wentworth,
impatient
eagerly
By inclosing a three cent postage stamp, I will send you
duly,
ntained to tlie third inning, at the (dose of winch
James Creighton,
Howard Burgess,
hour of departure. As an officer was several he was pronounced able to travel, and my Circular, which will give testimonials, Manufactur- 1
ii, H. Alexander,
Thomas Stoker,
Ibrigos were found to lead by live runs. In
ed and sold by Mrs. Linus Belcher, Randolph, Mass.
Hiram Buss, Jr.,
It. Patterson,
fourth inning the l’ussagassawaukeag scored ft times appealed to for information, he at Saturday the three were at the depot to con- Sold by S. C. Goodwin & Co., Hanover Street, Boston,
to
14
William
hold
as
score
than
to enquire
to the invalids tinue their journey, having remained in the I and bv all Druggists,
Hunt.
;»:s
standing
l.j the ibrigos 1: the
length made
At this point
PRICE—One Dollar per bottle.
pnur of the little champions.
a
apparent sickness. While waiting for the city over night
llently was with them for
RANDOi.ru, Mass., October lu, ISO;},
,.\, iiing became intense, the friends of both
sell
to
a
thoroughly good dotrain to go. and making sure that the hus- the purpose of aiding the invalid when
j
mestic article, wanted in every lamily. No commadfi elieering on their favorites, and none band wanted
! mils. Bllliikr—I had been a sufferer for seven years j
the
whose
more,
friend,
been
The
facts
above
have
of
eltih
1
nothing
which
Medicine.
banner
had
no
for
Exclusive
faith,
given ; before I knew about your
necessary
i, nditi" to sal oil the
territory given. Business very
petition.
In the fifth inning each side name is William ,1. Bently, related to the as near as possible in the words of Mr. 11 art. 1 had tried various kinds of Medicines and several Phy- pleasant. Agents have sold 3 do/., netting $30 profit
...\
would perch.
relieved for a short time. I will | per day. One sold 250 in a small town, another 1000 in
ev.i n runs, and m tlie — \. t it 11. the Ibrigos officer a rather singular tale concerning the not overdrawn or exaggerated in the least sicians, and was only and
the public, I have tried this 1 .» towns; another 31 in calling on 33 families. Cost ol
cheerfully say to you
..red T to tile Belfast lioys'J. the score -landing l!7 travelers, and our reporter had word sent to
valuable Female Medicine, and experienced a cure, with- outfit $3. No danger ol imposition. Best of references
The next inning tvas
■tl in laior of the Ibrigos.
three bottles.
from
aid
of
the
given. Send fur circular to 102 Washington st., Boston,
him to interview the group, and get the facts
Supporters,
'I'Ik hay market has been somewhat excit- out
Mrs. G. II. Wi.wvftt.
leirui'tcrized In some supit'b halting b> the \u2w3
LITTLEFIELD & DAME.
Mass.
Very respectfully,
in the case from their own lips.
ed the past week, owing to wars anil rumors
i-ta b.iv-. thei serine in rims to their opponents
Mils. Belcher:
Spending last summer with my
The invalid gave us the name of John 1 bu t. of wars in the old world, and the
M.
who
!
.J.
lives
at
Island
Mrs.
Barker,
consequent jI mother-in taw,
In tl,<
ighth inning both -ide- played -harp. the being about thirty-live years old, and his
Falls, l had a chance to test your medicine and find it
prospective demand for use in the, great ar- all
J
it is recommended, an** 1 wish to try it agaiu.
ml the Belfast hoys going home is at Croat
\u Oista bid's milking i
Massachusetts.
mies
now
Barrington,
engaged in the struggle. Attempts? send you live dollars for six bottles. Direct to Mis. S.
lie' score at t ids
i.
ll hi I ell
I
Li:
Id v\ il It a
his
has
several
health
been
For
N.
li
have been made the past week by agents to A. Barker, Union House, Thornton,
years past
spttm-JO
DIE DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 Endicott
si,„,.| lure". 7. Pa—eg"' Jl. and mim mm
I,i
he being of a consumptive purchase
street, Boston, is consulted dally for all diseases incident
hai ih, result would be. In the ninth gradually tailing,
largely on French account, but the
of
an
The
Invalid.
Confessions
to
the female system. Prolapsus Uteri or Falling of the
lie
a
had
a
shock
and
about,
went
(if
111.
Ibrigos,
it,
her
turn,
\| ,.
year ago,
discrepancy was so large between the asking
FOB THE BENEFIT OF YOUNG Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression, and other Menstrual
stand. of
which left his arm almost useless, price and the views of those wishing to
Inn,I (be i.at. add sernton to the pitcher's
paralysis
M EN, and others who suffer from Nervous Debility, Derangements, are all treated on new pathological
purPUBLISHED
| not work well. and it was deemed.ludiei- and somewhat disfigured his lace by twitch- chase. that as
supplying the means of self-cure. Written by one principles, and speedy relief guaranteed in a very few
jc no transactions of import- etc.,
cii'UP'e hack, lint lb" umpire decided that
who cured himself, and sent free on receiving post-paid days. So invariably certain is the new mode of treatthe mouth to one side. Some two months ance have been effected
The fact that the directed
mi ighl i,1 do -o. A- il was the l’assag’s ing
envelope. Address,
ment, that most obstinate complaints yield under it.
that the Western elimate would
NATHANIEL MAYFAIR. Brooklyn N. Y.
and the alliicted person soon rejoices in perfect health.
nattim'. .cored s inn-, ami the Ibrigos ago, hoping
crop will be light all through Europe has
! |, q.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in the
limY-L
si,.|,ling of tli. ii opponeiils only work a beneficial change in his health, Ilart .stimulated holders, and should the war last,
cure of diseases of women than any other
Phi- t I lam.it. I th.lie ami the ib- and bis wife made a journey to her sister's, an active demand must
physician in
follow, as
Boston.
inevitably
.1-.
to
ot
,111
score
a
were victorious by
ASK
FOR
HR.
CLARKE’S
SllERRV
WINE
The
air
at Bridgeport, Wisconsin.
BITTERS,
(his
accommodations
for
bracing
Boarding
patients who may wish
country will be looked to as the base of
best game "I bal1 ever played ill this
I In- w a- Hi
seemed to work a change, and the invalid
And take no other. See that the portrait oi Dr. Clarke to stay in Boston a few days under his treatment.
supplies. [Commercial Bulletin.
ami tin- lbrigo- m:i; well he proud ol their
Dr. Dow, since lt>45, having eoulined his whole attenlabel of each bottle. No other is genuine.
is
the
upon
to
had
that
he
would
soon
be
able
hopes
...Cl
Their adversaries are splendid hatters,
tion to an office practice for the cure of Private Diseases
are puerly vegetable and will not intox cate, tlsp
In a bloody light in a Missouri harvest They
It was noticeable that
and Female Complaints, acknowledges no superior in
ladder-, ami in weight and age are not far throw aside liis cane.
.all
ismall.
I’lmir
the United .States.
short-stop
seniors,
from
.iied
his eyes had a bright expression, his skin Held, the other day. one man ran his scythe
N.B.—All letters must contain one dollar, or they
a splendid short,,t |„
MARRIED.
|noi ed himsell alert, and
a ruddy hue. and Hart felt so well directly through the body of .another, the
will
not be answered.
displayed
pin | nngo- all ae,quitted themselves to he
Office hours from 8 a. m. to 0 i». m.
that
he even talked of blade entering bis back, passing through his
in
three
weeks’
time
won.
have
: .'."ithyol the laurel-they
In this City, July 23d, by Rev. W. O. Thomas, Mr.
Boston, July 25, 1870.
Iy3
tin sixth inning. Talker, the short-stop of the permanently locating in the west, and wrote heart and out through his breast.
Josiuh 1*. Fernald of Cardenas, Cuba, and Miss Clara A.
...
iniured v liile running to the letters looking toward the sale ol' His property
ls -i gin
Euines of Stockton.
In Islesboro', July Hth, Mr. Andrew J, Gilkey and
Farm For Sale
iir.1 wlia h render. I hi- ph.ving afterwards not in Massachusetts.
DR. GAGE GOING TO CHINA VILLAGE. Miss Hattie L. Burgess, both ol Islesboro.
At tin eoiielusions ol the
A Farm, situate in Northport, on the
one up t. tin Standard.
On the 19th of Juno, about nine o (Jock m
In
Davis
and
Miss
,■ it izens,
Mr.
Frank
A.
i
the
Castine,
July
iI,.bed
2d,
outi
in,
\
>y
shore road, six miles from Belfast, and
mi" a pni ,-e of m
Sadie E. daughter of Reuben Devereux, both of Penobas well as a neighbor
one from Saturday Cove, containing
a- [j.a nted to the I'
All persons desiriug the services of I)r. Gage, scot.
igos through Mr. Ihiniel file canning, the family,
about lifty acres ot land; cuts about 15
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ASA TUURLOUGH, Judge.
etrated his foot about one inch. He used lienne's
It was as he gave us these facts ! The men
mon in the ►South, and very venomous.
Atruecopy. Attest—B. P. Fikli>, Register. 3w2
put the Pain-Killing Magic Oil thoroughly and cured il
j
Are we to have tropical reptile- along ! clothes on the corpse, lifting it this way and without trouble. This
killed.
Oil is what every
Magic
Infallible in
irregularities, and removing oband a scar on one of the arms was family needs in the house. Sold
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all con- structions ofcorrecting
with tropical weather?
I that,
It is over forty
rpHE
the monthly periods.
by Moody.
X corned, that he has been duly appointed and taken
noticed and spoken of.
since these now so well known pills were lirst
The relaxing power of
The swindling horse trot w hich the Portland AdJohnson's Anodvne upon himsclt the trust of Administrator ot the estate years
to notice by Dr. Duponco, of Paris, during
And then there was a
brought,
or
Edwin B. Sawyer, late ot Searsport, in the County ot which time
change in the I'eel- Liniment” is truly wonderful. Cases are already
have been extensively and successfully
vertiser locates in Belfast, took place in Rockland.
i ings of the man. lie knew that lie was lain numerous where bent and stiffened limbs have been Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs; lie used by somethey
of the leading physicians, with unparalleltherefore requests all persons who are indebted to said
The only swindle here was that of the manager- in
in poor health, cither married or
Ladies
his
limbered
and
ed
success.
that
cotlin
was
straightened by it. When used for deceased’s estate to make immediate
| out,
making, that the
payment,and those
from any of the Complaints peculiar to
going to Portland for their printing,
windows had all been opened, and two men this purpose, the part should be washed and rubbed who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for single, suffering
will
find
the
Females,
Duponco Golden Pills invaluable,
to Liniment cold, and rub it settlement to him.
3w2
EMERY SAWYER.
In the base ball match in this city on Wednesday, i were "watching,” talking in low tones over thoroughly. Apply
viz,, General Debility, Headache, Faintness, Loss ot
in with the hand.
Mental
Appetite,
Depression, Pain in the Back and
the 20th, between the Allaiitics of Bangor and Ma- ; the sudden demise, and one of lln-m related
Limbs, Pain in the Loins, Bearing-down Pains, Palpita
A crowd of
horse men," and others, daily
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all con- tion of the Heart, Retained, Excessive,
!
a similar incident that he had hoard of.
Belfast,
the
of
former
The
r»2
a
score
of
zeppas
won, by
Irregular or
throng the stores in country and town for “Shericerned, that he has been duly appointed and taken Painful Menstruation, Rush of Blood to Head,
brain began to get numb; the voices died dan’s
Dizziness,
to 4*.
Cavalry Condition Powders.” They under- upon himself the trust of Executor of the estate of Dimness of Sight, Fatigue on any slight exertion,
and
the
to
a
sounds
of
iu
murmur,
late
the
that
horses
Benjamin
from the stand
Belfast,
cannot lie kept in good condition
Monro,
of particularly that most annoying, weakening
County
so
The Hardiner-Journal likes our Local Lyrics, blit away
ailment,
street came fainter, and lainter, and the dead \\ ithout them, and with them can he on a much less Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs; he common among Females, both married and single, the
who
therefore
are
all
indebted to said Leucorrluea or Whites. Females in every period ol lite
tears that the poet is not-a tee-totaller.
requests
persons
Probably man felt as if swinging in the air, and at quantity of grain.
deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those will lind
Duponco’s Pills a remedy to aid nature in the
not.
How can spirited lines be written on cold
last he remembered nothing more. There
Don’t tsrc Ili um i;i;i:i> with the foolish idea that who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for discharge of its functions. They invigorate the debilitatsettlement
to him.
3w2
WM.
II.
water?
BUKRILL,
ed and delicate, and by regulating and strengthening the
was no dream, no more feeling or
thinking. catarrh cannot he cured! The world moves, and
system, prepares the youthful constitution tor the duties
A hand-organ, playing a .spasmodic, jerky tune,
Did you ever wake up quietly, of your medical science is progressive. The proprietor of
of lite, and when taken by those in middle life or old
Dr. Sage's Catarrh Remedy will pay #500 reward
subscriber hereby gives publioanotice to all con- age they prove a perfect blessing. There is
with tainhorine accompaniment, prevaded the | own accord, and yet lie still, your eyes open for a ease of t'atarrli which he
nothing In
cannot cure. Sold
cerned, that he has been duly appointed1 and the pills that can do injury to life or health. Safe in
and seeing, but your resting place too agree- by all druggists. < ’an get it by mail for
streets on Tuesday, seeking for votive coppers.
upon himself the trust of Administrator of the es- their operation, perpetual in their happy inlluences
sixty cents taken
able that you did not care to move, and de- from lb'. If. \ Pierce,of 133Senfccastreet, Buffalo, tate ol Elijah B. Crockett, lateot Prospect in the County the Nerves, the Miud and the entire organization. upon
The City of Richmond is only steamer that
of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs; he
». D. HOWE, Proprietor, 1¥. T.
sered to remain just so, without any harsh N. Y-. who is the sole proprietor and the only man therefore
all persons who are indebted to said ALYAH LITTLEFIELD,
makes landings at Lineolnville
Boston, Agent, N. E. States.
lit ing that can make the (ienulnc. Don’t for- deceased’s requests make
I noise breaking the quiet spell?
Immediate payment, and those
estate to
Well, Hart nowthat
Ladies
enclosing $1 by mail will have the Pills sent
by
the Oeitnlnr lias Dr. Pierce's private (lov- who have
get
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for confidentially to any address.
awoke just in this way. There was no ml- ernment
bnio- r
Unity has been made a money order <•»li»<
Revenue Stamp on each package.
3W-'
settlement to him.
L, M, PARTRIDGE.
Mil 1* 11% 4LL IIHI
■

March of Progress.

Rapid

May

on the first day of
A. I). 1845,
William Carr of Frankfort, mortgaged to Robert
Treat of the same place, a certain lot of land with the
buildings thereon, situated in said Frankfort, and being
lot No. 182 in the Second Division in Frankfort, and the
same premises now occupied by the said Carr, which
said mortgage was on the sixth day of March, A. D.
1801, duly assigned to me; and the condition of said
mortgage having been broken, I therefore claim a foreclosure of the same.
EVA T. WniTEIIOUSE.
3w3

Money Cannot Buy

for sight is i>riceli: ss:

The whistle of the Locomotive

cau

THE DIAMOND GLASSES,

be heard at the Stove of

MANCb'ACTl’KED

WANTED—At;ents

TO FEMALES

-.

V

DELICATE HEALTH.

Simonton Bros. & Co.
Where

they

closing

are

their

out

LARGE STOCK of DRY UOODS
at LOWER PRICES

than

members of this

Firm,

the

by

to double the

Sales of last year if possible, and
lov that reason we have determined

UNPRECEDENTED IN-

to oiler

Dl CEMENTS

the

to

Ladies

of

,,

..

Belfast and

adjoining

MOST

PERFECT,

name, “Diamond,"
brilliancy.

account of their hardness uud

on

On which they arc constructed brings the core or centre
of the lens directly in tront ot the eye. producing a clear
and distinct vision, as in the natural, healthy sight, and
preventing all unpleasant sensations, such as glimmer
nig and wavering of <ight, dizziness, &c., peculiar to all
others in use.

They

Mounted in the Finest Manner,
quality, of ali materials used tor

are

lu trumes of the best

that purpose.

THEIR FINISH AND DURABILITY
CANNOT BE SURPASSED.
CAUTION.—None genuine unless bearing their trad*

mark <>

stamped

on

every frame.

ISAAC ALLARD.
Jeweler and Optician, is Sole Agent for

towns for the

BELFAST. Malue.
From whom they
are not supplied lo

be obtained.
Pediers, at any price.

ouly

can

Thest good’
lyre;

3

DRESS GOODS

o

A nice assortment will be found in

Stock, comprising

by

Natural, Artificial help to the human eye ever known.
They are ground under their own supervision, from
minute Crystal Pebbles, melted together, and derive their

Purchase of DRY GOODS.

of the

CO., N. Y.,

Which aro now offered to the public, aro pronounced
all the celebrated Opticians of the World to be the

The Scientific Principle

ever.

A decision has been made

BY

E. SPENCER &

J.

Meeting.

Cure for Female Weakness.

It!

V*
00

all the novelties

g

season.

p

ORGANDIE

<

»-*•

MUSLINS,

p

CAMBRICS,
GRENADINES,

OQ
rt

—

TIER NANI,
3

TEA ROSE GOODS

1

k

and the celebrated

W
CD
t—-*

H-K

p2
w
c+

news'

CARRIAGES!

->

C.

KIMBALL & LARKIN,

Ayer’s

Hair
BEAVER ALPACA,
that

fails to

please the Ladies
be found in Stock, as well as
never

_

can

quality

every

of

other

For

Vigor,

restoring Gray Hair to
Vitality and Color.

its natural

popular

brands at REDUCED PRICES.

ELEGANT

1

...

a /mo

Llama Lace Shawls,
Woolen Shawls,
at

cheap prices.

—

Ili.

«

SALOON roll SALE.

Tltt:

■

|

LINEN GOODS
Purchased from
are

customers.

a

Bankrupt House,

the attention of

attracting

our

You will tind in this

department

to

a

I

GOLDEN PILL.

<jro 7

restoi

soon

is

oni/trud
the
1// >ss

Us

ru
o

■>>

n(

t/ottih.

of

is iln k
enetl, falling hair checked, and huh!
ness often, though
not always, cured
In its use.
Nothing can restore the
hair where the follicles are destroyed,
or the glands atrophied
and decayed.
Hut such as remain can he saved for
usefulness bv tins application.
Instead
of fouling the hair with a pasty s,-di
meat, it will keep it clean and visoron-.
Its occasional use will prevent the hair
from turning gray or falling oil, and
Consequently prevent baldness. l ice
from those deleterious substances which
make some preparations dangerous and
injurious to the hair, the Vigor can
only benefit hut not harm it. It wauled

merely for

luiir

a

HAIR

DRESSING,

nothing else can he
Containing neither

Towels,
MARSEILLE STAND COVERS,
Table Linen,
Napkins, Crash dec.

found so desirable
oil nor die. it do
not soil white cambric, and yet la.-:
long on the hair, giv ing it a rich glos.-v
lustre and a grateful perfume.

Prepared by
Practical

Dr. J. C.

and

LOWKLb,
SOLD

BY

At

Ayer

Analytic

isKICJS

Co.j

Chluims,

ii.

MASS.
SI.00.

ALL DUCUUlST.s.

I y r.Vjeo w

CARPETINGS,
Samples representing

the Rockland

Store,

can

selling

at Reduced Pace*.

Straw

be

seen

Mattings,

at

our

Store,

BANKRUPTCY
District Court

30c per

yard,

Oil Cloths,
Curtains & Fixtures,

| selling cheap.

NOTICES.

United J

of THK

N

n

,.

,SANKKl*‘
'•
District of Maiuo.
j
In the matter of MARTIN N. FEENEY, Bankrupt,
rpifis IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a Petition I1.1-

States.

JL

Icon

presented

to the

(

ourt this fourteenth dav

of

July A. D., 1870, by Martin N. Feeney of Cherrylield, in
said District, a Bankrupt, praying that lie may be d»
creed to have a full discharge trom all his debts, prov
able under the Bankrupt Act, and upon reading said

petition.

It is OIII)Eliei> by the Court that a hearing be had
upon the same on the tirst Monday of September, A. i>.
1870, before the Court in Portland, in said District, ut lo
o’clock, A. M., and that notice thereof be published lu
the Macbias Republican and the Republican Journal,
newspapers printed in said District, once a week ku
three weeks, and that all creditors who have proved
their debts and other persons in interest, may appear at
said time and place, and shew cause, if any they have
why the prayer of said petition should no(be granted
WM. P. PREBLE,
twClerk of District Court for said District

CARDING
FANCY GOODS,
An extra reduction lias been made in
this

department, especially

AT

Laces,
Lace Collars,
Lace Handkerchiefs,
CORSETS,

at his Mill in Searsmont.

Having good machinery aud

really in earnest,
and it you wish to secure a good
article at ;i Low Price, you will find
we are

it at

with the

ex-

Woods & Co nan t, L. A. Knowlton, Fred A. Kuowlton,
6w47*eow
Agents for Belfast.

1809,

Stock ol said

ou

Monday

Belfast.

at

following

the 15th

desoribed shares of the Capital

Company, viz;

ol Shareholders.
Columbia P. Carter,
Mrs. Fidelia A. Carter,
Mrs. E. II, Ellis,

Names

No, of Bliures.
lo
2
2

Aaron Niokersou,
F. A. H. Pillsbury,

Geo. G. Pierce,
Mrs. Lucy A. Stephenson.
Rufus

Simonton Bros. & Co.

1 shall sell

Hayford Block, in tin
day ol August next,
at 10 o’clock A. M. for non-payment of assessments’
made thereon on the 27th day of March A. D. 1869, the
21st day of June A. D. 1869, and the 2d dav of
August
the
A. D.
city of Belfast,

Veazle,

Chas. H. Wording,
Geo. E. Wight,

t!5U

Cards,

work

COMPLIANCE WITH AN ORDER OK THE

Gloves,

Hayford Block,

new

years, 1 am contident that 1 can do
satisfactory to all who may favor me with their
H
W I N Q
patronage.
Searsmont, May 1870.

perience of fifty-one

Board of Directors ol said company,
IN
Public Auction, at their office in

Jet J ewelry, <fcc.
Ladies

—O—

prepared to
CARD WOOL AXD DRJlSs ('LOTH
now

BELFAST & MOOSEHEAD LAKE R. R. CO.

Switches,
Chignons,
Kid

SEAIJSMONT.

The subscriber is

Malta.

FRENCH & GERMAN

CLOTH DRESSING

on

_

|

the

or

freshness

full line of

Toilet Quilts,

THE

THE

and etlectiial

Faded

With

IS

NELSON

which

agreeable,

preserving

Tliin

«

Carriages!

hair.
luiir

supply

of SICKS.

,,

UPON

just received

once

tin

BLACK SILKS,
We have

dressing

at

healthy,

—

THE

A
is

Joseph
Samuel

F.
H.

Wight,

J

f»
2

2

1
Walker,
1
Ralph Durhum,
W. T. COLBURN,
Treasurer, K. & M. L. K. R. CO.
Belfast,.»uly 11, lsro.
awl

Di n.vrioN of L.vte Eiuofean AA'aks. In
the Crimean wav of 1853-0. Turkey declared
Russia
war against Russia. October 5. 185.'!.
declared war against Turkey, November 1.
France and England declared war against
Purely Vegetable.
Russia, March 27-28, 1851. The battle of tlio
Alma was fought September 20; battle ol
ltalaclava. October 25; battle of Inkcrman,
November 5. Sardinia joined the allies January 20. 1855. The MalakholV was taken bv
A valuable Indian Comthe French September 8. Sweden joined the
allies November 21 ; and hostilities were suspound for restoring the
pended February 2'J, 1850. The war behealth, and for the permatween the AA'estern powers and Russia lasted
two years lacking one month.
nent cure of all diseases
The Italian war of 1851) was begun by the
arising from impurities of
rejection of the Austrian ultimatum b_\ Sardinia. April 20. The Austrians crossed the
the
I
blood, such as
Ticino April 27. The French entered Genoa
May 3. The battle of Montebello was fought Mcr<>ful;i. Mcrofuioim Humor. f inner, ( an*
May 20 ; battle of Magenta, May 30-31; and ceroiiK Humor. Eryttijiola*. t’anher. Malt
It lieu in. B*intple>* and Humor* on Hit*
battle of lloliferino, June 21. The peace of
Hostilities
A’illa-Franca was signed July 11.
Face, Fleer*. Cough* and C'»ld«,
Itroiaclaiti*, Neuralgia, It lieuwere active lmt ten weeks.
matism, lB;aiia* in tlie Midi*,
The Schleswig-Holstein war of 1804 began
ihy*i»epKia, <oii«(i|»;alion.
by the invasion of Schleswig by t ho Prussians,
I* i I e *
Costiv ene«*.
The Prussians took Duppel
February 1.
Headache,
of
is.
Aiscn
tt.
and
Jill}
Treaty
peace
April
urn, Servouibetween Denmark and Germany signed at
»»«*.**, F;a«otcoverAetualh
ostilities
A'ienna, October,.’!!).
ue*« at the
ed a space of twenty-two weeks.
The (ierman-Italian war of 1800 was begun Mtoiiaach, lB.aiu* in the Hack ¥iialney Complaint*, Female Weuknes.%, ainl
by Prussia June 1 i.
Italy declared war
CJeiaeral
Ilehilily.
against Austria June 2<». The battle ofCusThis preparation is scientifically and chemically comto/.a was fought June 23, and the battle of
bined, and so strongly concentrated from roots, herbs,
Sadnwa July 3. The treat}' of peace be- and harks, that its good ellects are realized immediately
tween Prussia and Austria was signed at alter commencing to take it. There i- no disease ot the
human system tor which the VK< iKT1NK cannot he used
Prague August 23, and between Austria and with i*icm
ic*1 r s.M
v, as it does not contain any nu tal
hostiliOctober-f.
Actual
Kor eradicating all impurities ot tin*
ic compound.
Italy at A'ienna,
it has no equal. Jt has never
the
blood
from
system,
live
ties between the belligerents lasted only
tailed to olVect a cure, giving tone and strength to tin
weeks.
debilitated
disease.
by
system
Its wonderlul c licet. upon these complaints is surprising to all. Many hav» been cured by tie \ IKi DTI N K
The hones of about Iron Ohinese

DEAD.

VEGETINE

“She is dead!*’ they said to him. “Come away;
Ki s her and leave her, thy love is clay!”

They smoothed her tresses of dark brown hair:
her forehead of stone they laid it fair;

i)n
<

iver

her eyes which

gazed too much.
a gentle touch;

NATUBE’S Remedy.

They drew the lids with

With a tender touch they closed up well
The sweet, thin lips that had secrets to tell:
About her I rows and beautiful face

They tied her vail and her marriage-luce.
And drew on her white feet her white silk shoes—
Which \v« re the whitest no eye could choose!
And
“(

her bosom they crossed her hands—
away,” they said, “Clod understands!”

u\er

nine

And there was silence, ami nothing there
lint silence, and scents of egiantere,
A ml jasmine, ami roses, and rosemary.
And they said, “As a lady should lie, lies she.”
And they held their breaths as they left the room
With a shudder, to glance at its stillness and gloom.
But he who loved her too well to dread
i’he sweet, the stately, and the beautiful dead.
lit his lamp ami took his key
Mid turned it
Alone again—he ami she.

II.

II. and <he; but she would not speak.
Though he kissed, in the old place, the quiet cheek.
He and

Though

he; yet she would not smile.
called her the name she loved erewhile.

he

He and she; still sh«* did not move
’To an\ one passionate whisper of love.
Thru he said, •*( 'old lips, and breast without breath!
there no voice? no language of death?

Is

I Mi nil* to the
But to in art

ear and still to the sense,
and to soul distinct, intense?

I will listen with soul, not ear:
W hat was the secret of dying, dear?
•-■e

now';

lately

Wa- ii the inlinile wonder ot all
1 hat you could let life’s (lower fall?
(»r was it a
I In perfect

reached San Francisco, on their return totlie
Celestial Empire.
They had been gathered
up along the line ol the Central Pacific
.Railroad, and were all there was left ol a
regiment of the laborers on that great work.
They are taken home in pursuance of the

greater marvel to feel
calm o'er the agony steal?

the miracle greater to find how deep,
vond all dreams, sank downward that sleep?
I *i I life roll black its record, dear?
Vml show, as they say it does, past things clear?

W
I;

as

And w as it the innermost heart of the Miss
l o liiu 1 out so what a wisdom love i- r
1

perfeet dead! < >. dead most dear,
hold the hreatli of mv soul to hear!

I
A

li-teu,
high

>.

•

as
a-

horrible hell,
deep
lo heaven, and you do not tell!
a>

lo

There must he pleasure in dying, sweet.
To make you <o plaeid from head to feel!
I would tell s ou,
And ’iwere your

darling, if 1 were dead.
hot tears upon my brow shed.

I would say, though the
His sword on my lips to

contract

brought

was

Tin* utmost wonder i*. this I hear,
\nd s«*e yoil. and lo\e von, and kiss you, dear:

CROWD.

I >on'tlow.I: tliis world is broad enough
For you as well as me:
rile doors III art are open wide—
The road Ot thoughts is free;
< M all earth’s
places you me right
to ehoo.se the best you can,
l’ro\ ided that you do not try
I * crowd sunn* ot her man.

Newspaper
Advertising.

What matter though you scarce can count.
Your piles of golden ore;
While he can hardly strive to keep
<«aunt famine fio'm his door?
ot willing hands and honest heart
Alone should man he proud;
Then give him all the room he needs,
Ami never try to erowd.

A Book ol l"f» closely print, d pages, lately issued,
tains a list ol the best American Advertising Medium -,
giving the nam.-s, circulat ions, and lull particular concerning the h iding Uaily and Weekly Political and
I'uinily Newspaper-:, together wilh all tho-. haying
large circulations, published in the interest ol Keligion,
Agriculture, Literature,\<v &e. Every Ad' -rli-i r, and
every person who contemplates becoming swell, will iind
this book ot great value. Mailed live to anv address on
receipt ot litteen e. nts. CiKO, I*. JtOVt Kl.l. A
PO.. Publishers, No. ID Park Kow, New \ ork.
issue ol May
Pa. I.rmlcr, in it
The Pittsburg
Isi.'O, says: “The lit in of fi. P. Kowell .N (Jo., which issues this interesting and valuable book, is tin- largest
and best Advertising Agency in the Lnited States, and
we can cheerfully recommend it to the attention of those
who desire to advertise their business
ilie.tlly
and
y in such a way : that is, -o to se
cure the largest, amount ot publicity for the least expenditure of money .*■

I >on't crou d the good from out your heart
Hy fostering all that’s had;
Hut give to every virtue room—
I he best that may he had;
He each day’s record such a one;
That you mav well he proud;
t'i'e each his right—give each his room.
And never try to crowd.

THE
I mli ]'

BABY

a

account of flic formation of society
in California at the commencement of the
gold excitement 1 here. After telling of liie
rudeness and roughness ot times before the
advent, of woman among the miners, he continues thus:
'After .1 while, two or three wives were
sent for by their husbands; and now for the
lirst time, the sight and voice of a woman
"reeled the gold diggers.
Her advent was

hailed with Wonder and delight. No Kngli -li princess ol tlie blood could have attracted or inspired more admiration, in her walks
through ail English village, than did the
lir-t woman who walked among Ihe log lints
and cabins of Sail Francisco.
After a year
or two several ol the homes had wives or
i lers in them, and society began to take
liape and form under their iiilliioiioe. The
unkempt, rough, sunburned miners began to
wa h their laces, and
tidy their dress and
deportment into a more respectable semblance in tills new female presence.
Home
thoughts and memories of far-otf mothers
and sisters were set into softening exercise
by it
Perhaps the thought of an infant
school wa- suggested as an institution in
their little wooden town.
I he lit Lie wooden town grew
rapidly,
and It began to assume some of the small
of
civilization.
appurtenances
They built a
rtnlc play-house, and called it a theatre, and

extemporized

orchestra, numbering
bass viol, a trombone, and

an

several liddles, a
two or three other instruments.
These
entertainments were enjoyed with great
relish by the hard working men, and the
house was sure to he well tilled whenever
opened. More wives and sisters were brought
on from the Northern Stales, and
by-and-by
a
little voice was heard in one of the rude
houses of the village.
After a while some
ol
these new comers graced the theatre
with their presence, anil were greeted with
expressive looks of admiration and delight.
()ne evening the lirst infant born in the settlement, of American parents, was brought by
its mother to the theatre,
dust as the
orchestra was in the midst of a crashing
bravura the little thing put forth a sudden
ciy, that pierced the music of all the wind
and string instruments with a treble that
none of them could make.
If was the lirst.
note of human infancy that had been heard
for years by the great majority of the audience.
Not a soul of them fell to interpreting
its political significance.
No one heard in
that quavering cry the bubbling utterances
of an infant State, iiailing the world front its
cradle, or the cries of the first-born of a
young nation. No such speculations filled
that minute of common emotion.
That
infant cry was to them all the self-voiced
memory of their childhood, and its life on
the other side ot the continent. A stalwart
gold digger, with locks like a grizzly bear’s
and face ‘like the tan,’
gave the sentiment of
the whole house in its true
expression when
he shouted, ‘Stop those liddles and let the
baby cry ! I haven’t heard sueli a cry for
ten years!’
The whole audience
applauded
i he liddles
the sentiment
stopped playing;
the orchestra listened with eager and delight1 lie Baby’s Overture was the
ed cars.
only
music of the moment. As it rose and fell
ol
its
the
gamut
treble, pit, box and
upon
gallery burst forth into cheer after cheer of

delight and enthusiasm.
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Curo

FOR

NEURALGIA,
AND ALL

NERVOUS
DISEASES.
It*

Effect* are
Magical.

An UNFAILING REMEDY lor Nkituai.cia Facia i.is, often effecting a perfect cure in fl single day.
No
form ol'Nervous Disease fails to yield to its wonderful
power. Even in the severest cases ol Chronic Neuralgia, affecting.the entire system, its use for a few days affords the most astonishing relief, and rarely fails to
produce a complete and permanent cure. It contains no
materials in the slightest degree injurious. It has the
unqualified approval of t he best physicians. Thousands,
in every part of the country, gratefully acknowledge its
power to soothe the tortured nerves, and restore the

lulling strength.
Sent by mail on receipt of price and postage.
One package
$1.00
Postage 0 cents.
Six packages
27
5.00
It is sold by all dealers in drugs and medicines.
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Whitcomb Horse Rako
so
recommended by farmers in M aine that ad
ditional testimony is uncalled for.
Messrs. Mudgett & Libby, Prospect; Mr. A. C. Rurgess, Belfast; Hon. Asa Thurlow, Monroe; Mr. George
J. Soper, Newport ; W. D. Eaton, Dexter; Messrs, o.
Rogers & Co., Oldtown; Mr. W. F. Mayo, FoxerotY
FRED ATWOOD, Winterport. General Agent for
Eastern Maine—Office at Haugor at Win. P. Dickey &.
Co., West Market Square. THOMAS 11. DODGE, Proprietor, Worcester, Mass.
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the most hi tr>‘ slu# cu es ol Phthi de in a
Inhaled With Hie t»reatll, it gut* directly
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and relict i- inline 1 i lle and
PA H.N t

A Sure Cure ami Instant Relief

Phthisic !
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Savings Bank
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In IMI-OS1 i

A penny saved is a penny earned.”
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II. II KB lil.M \X.
K |j

M*‘»sl IS made on nr In ire the 1st ot any month,
will I. placed upon interest every mouth,
p;
in Ma\ amt N'»-\einlu
ami inti r» si eouipuhd upon ilt.
saim in .him ami ILa-mbei.
l>' P" ii.-elveil daily at the Hanking Kooin, Irom
to Id A. Muni Mo I l*. M
Saturdays irom Mu I
\M
A' A I A l N( »
I r.
.JOHN' II. tjl
Ml
I.elKist, duly U!, lN.‘n.
■

BELEAST,
J. C. ROBBINS iniorms hi' friend.■< ami
tin- public that lie has leased the above well
known establishment, where he oilers enter
tainim nt t»> the travelling public.
Ih- will thorough renovate tin1 house, make
improvements and every way conform to modern m <•»I -.
I be Iaide will lie supplied with all the delicacies that
an he procured,and special attention given to order ami
neatness in the sleeping apartments.
All the stages leaving the city take their departure
from this house. Coaches run regularly to the bourn,
^ftml guests conveyed to any part ot tin city or eountn.
tilt
Belfast, May 10, Is; 0.
It.

FAOILLTJ MS,

having purchased the
W11.I.1A1U
Stores, Storehouses and Wharf of ||,,|. AN- TRUIVK1S
entire
opening
DKRSON, JK.,
slock,
consisting in part of the following articles,
In all Varieties and Styles,
CORN, ORANUI.ATKD SUtiAR, JAVA COKFKK

which we
we will

id

M

themselves of

Have commenced the Manufacture of

Oroceries,
ami
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AT

,T. <!. THOMPSON'S.

IL—Dr. II. may be consulted iu strictest confidence
diseases requiring skill, secresy and experience
Inviolahlk Skckksy and Curtain Kici.ief. lyrl

make prices satistactory.
Wit. 11. SWAN,
A. CLJTTF.K S1BLKV.
Belfast, May 1,186#.
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Cheese,

Opposite

Vai.cAHI.K 1Jo«»kn. -We have received the valuable
medical works ot Dr. Albert H. liayes. These books
are ol actual merit, and should find a place in every intelligent family, they are not the cheap order ol abominable trash, published by irresponsibhqparties, and purchased to gratify coarse tastes, but an* written by a responsible professional geiith man ol eminence, as a
source of instruction on vital matters,concerning which
lamentable ignorance exists. The important subjects
presented are treated with delicacy, ability and care, and,
as an
appendix, many useful prescriptions lor prevailing
complaints are added.— [ Coos Hi publican, Lancaster, A.
//., Sept. 7, 181*11,

on

K. Mudgett., Newburgh; J. W. Eveleth,
Winterport; T. M. Campbell, Winterport; Charles con-’
ant, Winterport; II. W. Sweetser, Winterport; N. D.
Littlefield, Winterport; Jerome Severance, Winterport;
G. F. Dan forth, Atkinson, Abb Kndor.sk tiik I.mpron
kd Union,
Further particulars can be obtained of the
following agents, who are also agents lor the WELL
KNOWN
S.

IN

II & 12 Blackstone, &. 14 John Sts.

No person

DISKVSKS, $*.00, In TurPostage paid.
hither hook sent by mail on receipt, ol price.
Mr. Hointon Graves, Rowdoinham, Me., says, “For1
Address “Tint Pica no dy Mkdi* ai. Institi.ttk,*’ or
Strength, Durability and Lightness ol Draft it excels all Du.
IIAYKS, No. 4 lJullinch Street, Poston.
Tlie Hraulng Cteur is the Heat of
others.
1

\l II:

Poultry, Maple Sugar, Honey, k, k,

inloiv

members of medical societies in London, Kdinburgh
and Paris, which they never saw. Hut such transparent
tricks can never alienate from him the intelligent portion of the community, who soon learn to distinguish
between the scientific practitioner and the soulless and
brainless quack.
Price of SCIKNCK OF L1FL, $1.00.
PHYSIOLOGY

left.

|> |

„

«•

Du. IIayks is one oi the most learned and popular
physicians ol the day, and is entitled to the gratitude ol
our race'for these invaluable productions,
it seems to
be his aim to induce men and women to avoid the cause
ol those diseases to which they are subject, and he tells
them just how and when to do it. [ Farmington (lieoni
cle, Farmington, Are., Sept. 15, lxdy.
The extraordiuay success of Dr. Hayes has aroused
the envy ot a set of pretenders to medical skill, who
purloin the matter, and even chapter titles, from Ids
works, and advertise themselves falsely and absurdly as

Paris, Mi:., Jan. 1809.
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i.aiuk ithass. maun a/•/*/./•:%•,

he found in any other works
All the New Disc ovi.kiks ol the auas
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VER, and
ontiroly free from
the Poisonous and Health-de-

DECATUR, STEVENS & CO.

even can

in our language.
llior, whose experience is such

I,,os. **• Do!»<;k— Sir:
1 purchased oi Col. Win.
Sweet a 4 It. Union Mower last season
expecting to use
two horses on it; but
being unable to get a horse to
work with mine, 1 took out. the
pole and put in thills.
My horse weighs about luoo lbs. 1 cut an acre in less
than an hour—one ton
per acre—and my horse did not
sw.ut, nor was it hard work lor him.
1 cut about
twenty tons of grass with my machine, and am perfectly satisfied with it, and would recommend the Union as
a durable, light draft, easily managed
machine. 1 would
say to brother farmers that :uv in want of a machine
buy the Union and my word lor it, you will not regret
your choice.
Truly Vours,
ASAPH HI

pole,

tkeatli) oi

require
know,
fully explained, and many matters of the most
important and interesting character are introduced, to

i.i:r«>i;

North Anson, Jan. .“.u, is«W.
A. F. JIoi.T—Sir: Tilt Union Mower I
purchased ot
you lust season gave entire satisfaction, lent with it
about 1^0 acres, with no breakage except, that, of the
which was caused by an accident. 1 have used the
Wood and Cayuga Chiel Mowers, hut prefer the I nion
WM, It. 1*I,|NT.

or, Woman

PATHl#ian,I( Al.I.Y, lfom lM AN* \
(H.i> Am:, with • legant 1 i.ustka uvi Knc.uyv

what is

i, Dec. Is, Is*in.
Mi:. Frkd Atwood—Dear Sir:
l our years ago, 1
bought ol Mr. Rich, who was tln-n an agent tor its sale,
a two horse Union
Mower, and have since done all my
work with it with ease and satisfaction. I have
paid
out, in tin* lour years, not over one dollar and twentylive cents
per year lor repairs, l am confident
that lor strength and durability the Union is not surpassed by any mower in the market.
J. M. SNOW.
Truly Vours,
Deputy Sheriff, Waldo Co.
_v

;

AND

'These are, beyond all comparison, the most extraordiThere is
nary works ot Physiology ever published.
nothing whatever that the Makkikd or Sinoi.k ol
lat

Spectacles

me ol alcholie liquors, ami elbetual!) desliov
the aiq.elite tor these st i lull hints. It give, lone to drl.il
Ftlcte matter is removed horn
surlaet
mucous
itatoii
the system, t hereby restoring it to normal hr ill htul conit
is quick and rlteetual eurmy
As
a
medicine
dition.
the most aggravated cases ol Dyspepsia, Kidm-) twin
all
other
Derangements ot the Stomach ami
plaints, and
l'his elegant preparation
liowels in a speedy manner,
has stood the test ol years. A wine-glas* lull hcloiv at
ing will give a good appetite, amt prevent all Mitl'cring
I.atlies oi weak ami delicate eon titu
from indigestion.
id:.. A
lions should take t he I nvigoraior t hive t tiu>
wine-glass lull la-tore retiring will innn -ue. t ami it
Ireshing sleep. All the proprietor asks i> trial, ind to
Induce this he has put up the invigoralor in pint bottles
ntr.d
at no cents—quarts, $l.uo
l'riiieipal D.pot, f.
wharf, ltoston. Sold by all druggists.
Sold in lieliust hy H. A. HOM KH A < «.
In Stockton, by JOH !%r *■. A
md till*.
E. KIMBALI..
lyaA

IN OS.

the past season, is conclusive evidence that the
UNION,’
all points considered. CAN N< > 1' he SI It PASSED.
I«» substantiate tins FACT, we reler to
purchasers of
the “UN1( >N” last summer.
I he IMPROVED UNION has the recommendations
ol many ot thennst Prominent Farmers in the
County.
Do not he misled by representations of
parties in the
interest of other mowers. (Jive the matter
your careful
attention by thoroughly examining the Union, its .simSee it these important
plicity and Workmanship.
points do not justify the statement. That it costa much
has to keep the I niau A fairer in
repair 'han am/ altar
mac him in Ha Alar kef.
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the curative operation ol Tarrant’* Kirervenrent
Neltier Aperieni. in all such cases, is proven by
overwhelming testimony; tfiat profound medical practitioners endorse it; that. Analytical Chemists pronounce
it identical with the water of the great Herman Spa;
that it purities and regulates the system without weakening it; that it is delightfully refreshing, and that every
element it contains is either corrective, alterative, or invigorating. Weigh these words.
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llis medicines are prepared with the express purpose
ot removing all diseases, such as debility, weakness, unnatural suppressions, enlargements ol the womb, also all
discharges whicli llow from a morbid state ot the blood.
The Doctor is now fully prepared to treat in his peculiar
hie, both medically and surgically, all diseases ol the
leinale sex, and they are respeotlully invited to call at
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Surgical
Ro->io», Mass., which they will tind arranged tor their
accommodation.
special
I>R. 1»l\ having devoted over twenty years to this
j.articular hraneh ol the treatment ol all disea. es peculiar
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leiting character ol the Policies ol this or any other
Company. Policy holders participate in the prolits ol
the Company, and are allowed thirty day {'lace, lor tInpayment ot renewal premiums,
Dividends applied at the option ol the asm red.
No restriction upon residence or tr.i\ el in tin- l nited
Stales or F.urope.
SAMUEL T. HOWARD,

1000 Copios Sold tho Last Yoar.
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Watch No. lldl bearing Trade-Mark,
S. Watch Co.
Atherton & Co.,” manufactured by the
variation
has been carried by me seven months; its total
from mean time being only six seconds. A. I. DKNNIS,
President N. .J. It. It. .V I Co.
Wati h No. tl 'ij, Stem Winder bearing Trade-Mark,
Frederic Atherton &Cn„ Marion, N.J.," manufactured
by United Slates Watch Co., has been carried by me
It months;
months of that time at sea, ami in all the
various climates of Kurope. Faring that time and since
my return it has not varied one second per week.
it. I.ASSINU, Manager Knickerbocker Idle Insurance Co., 161 Broadway, N. Y.
I
|i a, N. Y., Feb. 1.,, Is.o.
Watc h No. loaS, Stem Wu.der hearing Trade-Mark,
“Frederic Atherton & Co., Marion, N. .1.," inanulaciured by U. S. Watch Co., has been carried by me twi nty
mouths; its total variation lrom meantime being live
/. C. PKIKS I
second-per month.
Asst. Sunt. N. Y, C. & li. B. F.
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are very moderate.
Communications sacredly
confidential, and all may rely on him with the strictest
secrecy anil conliilence, whatever may be the disease, condition or situation ol any one, married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts of t le
tin'll i'll Slates,
All letters requiring advice must, contain one d dlar to

TK!%\\ AT A CO., Sole M.iuulac'rs ol the

Colncivwin WiUited
OdlublUcII Kk.nnmi»\,

GILES, BROTHER

And

HINDRANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND
NOSTRUM-MAKERS.
I hrough the ignorance of the Quack Doctor, knowing j
no oilier remedy, he relies upon Mkiutuy and gives i«
For
lyru
to all his patients, in Pills, Drops, &c., so the Nostrummaker, equally ignorant, adds to his so-called Extracts,
both
its
&o.,
effects
i.i
Specific, Antidote,
relying upon
THE EXCELSIOR
curing a few in a hundred, it is trumpeted in various
ways throughout the land; but, alas I nothing is said *>1
the balance, some of whom die, others grow worse and
:*re lelt to linger and sutler for mouths or years, until iolieved or cured, il posssible, by competent physicians.
—OF—
BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
NEW YORK
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to
some quack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, regard ess
O l ll'illi.iui Mlreet.
Ollico \
ol the life and health ol others, there are those among
them who even perjure themselves, contradicting gi' ing
mercury to their patients, or that u 1.: contained in their npilIS Company issues all kinds ol Lilt* and Kndow
1
ment Insurance Policies.
Fspeclal at hid ion
nostrums, so that the “usual fee” may be obtuiuen for
professedly curing, or “the dollar,” or fraction of il,” called to a new provision, contained in Policiesot Dsued
live or
may be obtained lor the nostrum. It is thus that many by this Company, by which alter the payment
more annual premiums, they may be converted into Anarc doer ived, also, and spend large amounts for experi-
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Melick’s

Wholesale Rooms, 13 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK,
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Known Since 1820.
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false certificates and references, and recommend
ations ol their medicines by the dead, who cannot expose
or contradict them; or who, besides, to further their impositions, copy from medical books, much that is written
of the qualities and effects ol different herbs and plants
and ascribe all the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specifies
&c., most of which, il not all, contain Mercury, because
of the ancient belief of its “curing everything,” but now
kill more than is cured,” and those not
known to
kilted, constitutionally injured lor life.

Company, chartered by the li t l.r<?i-dature ol
Maine with a guarantee Inml ol
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barrel. All others are spurious.

AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE,
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being deceived
by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, false promts*.-,
and pretentions of
FOREIGN ANI) NATIVE QUACKS,
who know little ol the nature and character of Special
Diseases, and less to their cure. Some exhibit forged
Diplomas ol Institutions or Colleges, which never existed
in any part ot the world; others exhibit Diplomas of the
Dead, how obtained, unknown; not only assuming and
advertising in names of those inserted in the diplomas,
but to further their imposition assume nanu s of other celb\rated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived
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DR. DIX
refers to Professors and respectable Physicians
man} ol whom consult him in critical cases, because of
his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through
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YEARS
engaged in treatment of Special Diseases, a tact so well {
known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hotel!
Proprietors, &**., that he is much recommended, and par- i
ticularly to
STRANGERS ANI) TRAVELLERS.
I o avoid and escape imposition of foreign and native
more
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h'.ii’i crowd, proud Miss, your dainty silk
Will glisten none the les>,
ISeeuiise it comes in contact with
A beggar's latteivd dress;
( hi lovely world was never made
l’t*r \mi ami I alone;
A
pauper has a right to tread
The pathway to a throne.
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quacks,

dollars. The whole amount ol these bonds to he issued
is limited to one hundred and fitly thousand dollars,
each bond bearing a certificate of one of the tru lei
that it is a portion ol the said limited amount.
The money markets of the world do not present a
better or safer security.
These bonds are now ottered tor sale on liberal terms.
\Y. T. COl.Bl li\, Treasurer.
Apply to
Ml
Belfast June 1, 1S70,

Inventors who wish to lake out Letters Patent are advised to counsel with MUNN & CO., editors ol the
Scientific American, who have prosecuted claims before
the Patent Otlice tor over t wenty Years. Their American and European Patent Agency is the most extensive
in the world.
Charges less than any other reliable
agency. A pamphlet containing lull in-.(ructions to inventors is seut gratis.
MUNN & CO., :i: Park Kow, New York.
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W ho will believe w hat he heard her say.
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boldly asserts, (and it cannot lx* contradicted, except by
quacks, who will say or do anything, even perjure them
selves, to impose upon patients,) that he

I»«

Itovton, M.aia,

.*»<* 11

250 Feet Front -iron and Glass.

nil. l. ihi n
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
21 F.mlicolt N(reet,Bo*tou, tlait.
is so arranged that patients never see or hear each other
Recollect, the only entrance to his office is Nfo. *il, having no connection with his residence, consequently no

family interruption,
hesitate applying at
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ami published at a price suite-! to the times. Now is
your time to make money. 15. 15. KUSSKLI., Publi h
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SKLF-AUUSK Nl) SOLITARY HABITS,
Their effects and consequences;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
I
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of the
Skin ; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and body; Pimples on
tlu- Face; Swelling of the Joints; Nervousness; Coustitu- |
tional and other Weaknesses in youth and the more advaneed, at all ages, ol
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.

ot persons making investment ol
rpillO attention
JL money is called to the above very desirable security.
Mount Pleasant Institute.—t*rivuiClasses tor The Bonds run lor twenty years, at six per cent, interBoys. Amherst, M ass. Jv 1 ab’d isle. II, C. Nadi, A. INI., est in gold, and are secured upon the roadbed oi the
corporation, which costs nearly nine hundred thousand
Principal.
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rt/ \i \ V\ ILL BE FORFEITED BY Di>. I DIX
f failing to cure in less time than
other physician, more effectually ami permanently, with
less restraint from occupation or less exposure to all
weather, with safe
pleasant medicines.
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The Rockland Free Press says Mr. Rice,
] Warden of the Slate Prison, furnished the
immates of that institution a treat of strawberries and cream on the 1th i 11st., and an
hour of recreation in the prison yard. The
hitter is a privilege which has never before
been permitted to them. Mr. Dorsey, the
“prisoner's friend," furnished the treat.

angel of death hath laid

Though he told

which they
into the country.
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who have tried many other remedies.
called.

This well-known remedy does not dry up a Cough, and
leave the cause behind, as in the case with most prepar
ations; but it loosens and cleanses the lungs, anu allays
irritation, thus removing tlve cause of the complaint.
sr.TH \V. FOWLE & SON, Proprietors, Boston.
Sold
by druggists and dealers in medicines generally.
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Greal Medical Discovery!!
A SURE CURE FOR CORNS.
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Straw Factory.
These Trunks are ottered to tlie public at wholesale or
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